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Abstract 
  

  

An approach to aerodynamic configuration optimization is presented for the 

high-speed civil transport (HSCT). Methods to parameterize the wing shape, fuse- 

lage shape and nacelle placement are described. Variable-complexity design strate- 

gies are used to combine conceptual and preliminary-level design approaches, both 

to preserve interdisciplinary design influences and to reduce computational expense. 

The preliminary-design-level analysis methods used to estimate aircraft performance 

are described. Conceptual-design-level (approximate) methods are used to estimate 

aircraft weight, supersonic wave drag and drag due to lift, and landing angle of 

attack. The methodology is applied to the minimization of the gross weight of an 

HSCT that flies at Mach 2.4 with a range of 5500 n.mi. Results are presented for 

wing planform shape optimization and for combined wing and fuselage optimization 

with nacelle placement. Case studies include both all-metal wings and advanced 

composite wings. The results indicate the beneficial effect of simultaneous design 

of an entire configuration over the optimization of the wing alone and illustrate the 

capability of the optimization procedure. 
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Chapter 1 — Introduction 
  

  

Aircraft design has always demanded a balance between competing require- 

ments to fulfill the design goals. For example, gains in aerodynamic efficiency 

obtained by decreasing the wing’s thickness may be offset by structural weight in- 

creases associated with the thinner structure. Historically, these compromises have 

been determined very early in the design process using simple, empirical analysis 

tools. Because of the simplicity of the methods, the interplay between the various 

disciplines is reasonably straightforward to model and to understand. 

Some form of optimization has long been part of this design process. Trade 

studies are conducted to determine, for example, the best balance between thrust-to- 

weight ratio and wing loading to minimize take-off gross weight. These studies are 

often embodied in carpet plots or thumbprints, which map contours of some objective 

(like gross weight) as a function of 2 design parameters. Clearly, this strategy 

has been effective—most aircraft flying today were conceived and developed using 

such techniques. A difficulty arises, however, when one attempts to simultaneously 

change more than two design parameters so as to minimize the objective. The 

resulting 4 (or higher) dimensional surfaces are virtually impossible to visualize. 

Mathematical optimization theory addresses this difficulty and offers numerical 

strategies for finding extrema of functions depending on, in principle, any number of 

parameters. In some sense, mathematical optimization methods propose to replace 

the multiple trade studies found in the traditional design process with a mathemat- 

ical algorithm. In so doing, these methods seek not just an acceptable combination 

of the variables in the design, but the best combination. Antoine de Saint-Exupéry 

captures this idea poetically. 

Have you ever looked at a modern airplane? Have you followed from year 

to year the evolution of its lines? Have you ever thought, not only about 
the airplane but about whatever man builds, that all of man’s industrial 

efforts, all his computations and calculations, all the nights spent over 
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working draughts and blueprints, invariably culminate in the production 

of a thing whose sole and guiding principle is the ultimate principle of 

simplicity? 

It is as if there were a natural law which ordained that to achieve this end, 

to refine the curve of a piece of furniture, or a ship’s keel, or the fuselage 

of an airplane, until gradually it partakes of the elementary purity of the 

curve of a human breast or shoulder, there must be the experimentation 

of several generations of craftsmen. In anything at all, perfection is finally 
attained not when there is no longer anything to add, but when there is 
no longer anything to take away... 

Design optimization methods thus attempt to achieve Saint-Exupeéry’s concept of 

perfection by replacing “the experimentation of generations of craftsmen” with 

mathematical algorithms. 

The ultimate goal of the design process is to successfully integrate the com- 

peting requirements of structures, aerodynamics, controls and propulsion to meet 

design requirements. The combination requires knowledge of the influence of one 

discipline upon another; for example, how changes in wing planform for aerody- 

namic reasons affects the loads placed upon the wing’s internal structure. Multidis- 

ciplinary design optimization (MDO) schemes attempt to model these interactions 

to achieve the best integration of the different technologies. In a sense, MDO seeks 

to systematize the interaction found in the traditional design process. An illus- 

tration of this concept may be found in Ref. 2, where F.A. Maxam reviews the 

development of the highly successful Boeing 727. 

Compromises are required in thousands of areas during design work but 

the successful designs are those wherein as many as possible of the com- 

promises are synergistic. That is, through application of clever, innova- 

tive, and highly technically competent engineers and engineering managers 

many of the requirements can be brought together to complement each 

other in the total design solution. Obviously, the more the design is put 

together in this manner the more probable the overall success. 

The research presented here demonstrates an approach to the multidisciplinary 

design optimization of aircraft configurations. The focal point of this work has been 

the development of efficient supersonic transport configurations as part of NASA’s 
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High-Speed Research program. This particular project has sought to develop design 

optimization methods that include influences from more than one discipline without 

incurring excessive computational cost. 

Research into MDO strategies and methods has been conducted by a number 

of workers at Virginia Tech over the last several years. In Ref. 3, the integrated 

structural-aerodynamic design of a sailplane wing was investigated using simple 

beam and lifting-line theories. Subsequently, this work was extended to incorporate 

more advanced finite-element structural analysis and vortex-lattice aerodynamic 

evaluation. From this early work, focus was shifted towards the integrated de- 

sign of a subsonic transport wing, again utilizing finite-element and vortex-lattice 

analyses.>© The addition of active control systems is described by Rais-Rohani.’ 

Malone and Mason® have investigated more complete configuration optimization 

using simple, analytic analysis methods. 

Outside of this university, McGeer® examined the spanwise distribution of lift, 

chord and thickness on a subsonic wing to minimize induced drag in the presence of 

weight, friction drag and lift constraints. Gallman, et al.!° have investigated com- 

bined aerodynamic-structural optimization for joined-wing aircraft concepts. Wrenn 

and Dovi'! used multi-level decomposition techniques!*:1% for the optimization of a 

subsonic transport wing. 

Early work on aircraft configuration optimization (sizing) is presented in Ref. 

14. The computer program described there is known as ACSYNT (for AirCraft 

SYNThesis) and incorporates many conceptual-level analysis methods for use with a 

numerical optimization procedure. More recently, Stubbe?® has described a program 

developed for the sizing optimization of hypersonic vehicles, which again uses simple 

analytic and empirical analysis methods. 

Some of the potential benefits of a multidisciplinary design environment are 

outlined in Ref. 16, which describes a system of programs developed at Northrop. 

Welge!’ predicts the benfits obtainable by simultaneous optimization of planform, 
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engine location and structure using advanced computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

analysis methods. Kulfan!® investigates a number of unusual configuration concepts 

for supersonic aircraft, and predicts that significant gains in aerodynamic efficiency 

may be obtained through the use of design optimization and better design integra- 

tion procedures. 

Recent work by NASA researchers pertaining to the High-Speed Civil Transport 

(HSCT) program is presented in Refs. 19 and 20. Coen, et al.!® present some pre- 

liminary results from the High Speed Airframe Integration Research project at the 

Langley Research Center and provide an overview of the challenges associated with 

modern integrated design methods. Dovi, et al.2° describe the structural optimiza- 

tion of an HSCT wing using static aeroelastic analysis. Two parametric studies are 

presented that illustrate the influence of wing thickness and outboard wing sweep on 

the structural opimization results. Rohl?! has proposed a similar study, though no 

results are presented. Chang, et al. present HSCT wing shape optimization results 

that were developed using Euler aerodynamic analysis. In a somewhat different 

vein, Nelson?? examines the effects of wing planform on off-design aerodynamic 

performance of HSCT configurations. 

To summarize, much of the research conducted on aircraft design optimization 

has fallen into one of two broad categories. First, overall configuration optimization 

has been performed with simple analytic or empirical analysis models (e.g., Refs. 14 

and 8). Second, more detailed optimization studies have focused on a specific air- 

craft component—typically the wing—and have utilized more advanced analysis 

methods. The research effort described here was motivated, in part, by a perceived 

gap in these optimization studies: the optimization of an entire aircraft configu- 

ration that relies upon reasonably sophisticated analysis methods. The expected 

benefit of such integrated designs is improved performance over designs whose com- 

ponents (e.g., the wing) have been optimized separately. Thus, the principal goal of 

this research has been to seek the synergy described by Maxam using optimization 
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methods in conjunction with relatively detailed analysis techniques. 

1.1 — Overview of Analysis Methods 

Aircraft design requires the prediction of the system response and performance 

as a function of the design parameters in three distinct phases: conceptual, prelim- 

inary and detailed design. As the aircraft design progresses through these stages, 

the analysis methodology becomes increasingly sophisticated. Typically, the con- 

ceptual design of the system is performed using simple, experience-based algebraic 

expressions (often in the form of statistical analyses) based on elementary models 

of the system. In the preliminary design phase, system performance is predicted by 

more complex numerical simulation such as aerodynamic panel methods or struc- 

tural plate-model approximations. Computational constraints often dictate that 

the models used at this stage make some simplifying assumptions and may not 

include all the complicating factors such as nonlinearities. Finally, at the detailed 

design level, the full force of state-of-the-art computation is brought to bear for all 

analyses. 

In the following chapters, design optimization results obtained using what has 

been termed conceptual-level and preliminary-level analysis methods are presented. 

Detailed-design-level models, such as Euler aerodynamic analysis or finite-element 

structural analysis, have not been employed. The methods utilized are described in 

subsequent chapters. They include methods to estimate an aircraft’s supersonic and 

subsonic aerodynamic performance, and methods to estimate the aircraft weight. 

Since detailed-design-level analyses were not used, the methods fall into two groups: 

conceptual and preliminary-level methods. More concisely, these two levels of anal- 

ysis are referred to as simple or detailed, respectively. 

1.2 — Variable-Complexity Modeling 

The principal obstacle preventing the common use of MDO methods is compu- 

6,24 tational expense. Variable-complexity modeling®’** seeks to address the expense of 

interdisciplinary calculation and optimization by coupling simple, conceptual-level 
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models to more detailed models. This approach provides greater insight and reduced 

computational cost, while comparing and correcting the performance predicted by 

simple methods with the more sophisticated techniques. 

Two aspects of this technique are presented. First, the difficulty of retaining 

cross-disciplinary influences is addressed by coupling a detailed analysis model for 

one discipline with a simple model for another. Specifically, I present results for 

preliminary aerodynamic designs that include structural considerations through the 

use of a conceptual-design structures model. Secondly, it is shown that the com- 

putational expense associated with repetitive calculation in numerical optimization 

may be significantly reduced by combining detailed analyses with simple models. 

In the context of this work, two levels of modeling have been employed in the evalu- 

ation of supersonic wave drag and drag due to lift, and in the calculation of landing 

angle of attack. 

Although the work presented here illustrates the use of variable-complexity 

modeling for preliminary-level design, the methodology should be extendable to 

more advanced, detailed-design-level methods. In fact, one of the principal goals 

of this research has been to investigate the implementation of variable-complexity 

modeling to provide the foundation for extension to more sophisticated analysis 

techniques. 

1.3 — Overview of the Design Problem 

In this work, an approach to the design optimization of a high-speed civil 

transport (HSCT) is demonstrated. An existing HSCT configuration is used as 

a baseline for the design optimization; the aircraft is shown in Fig. 1.1. It is a 

251-passenger, 5500 n. mi. range aircraft, designed to cruise at Mach 2.4. This 

configuration was developed by the Vehicle Integration Branch at NASA’s Langley 

Research Center as a generic HSCT used for technology integration studies. While 

the design was developed only as a platform for continuing research, it does reflect 

current advanced configuration design concepts. 
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Fig. 1.1 — Baseline Configuration 

There are several advantages in using an existing design as a baseline for the 

optimization. First, a well-designed baseline may be used to derive a reasonable 

set of design variables, as is shown in Ch. 2. Second, although the initial design in 

the optimization may or may not be feasible (in the sense of design optimization), 

a reasonable baseline configuration ensures that the numerical optimizer begins its 

work in or near the feasible design space. Third, a well-designed baseline serves 

as a benchmark against which the benefits of design optimization may be assessed. 

Finally, some portions of the configuration are not addressed (e.g., tail surfaces) 

and the components from the baseline are used in the analysis that takes place in 

the optimization. 

The design optimization studies, described in detail in Chapters 3 and 6, have 

centered on optimizing the aircraft configuration for minimum take-off gross weight 

(TOGW) subject to constraints on performance and geometric arrangement. Typ- 

ical performance requirements were a minimum range of 5500 n. mi. and a maxi- 
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mum landing angle of attack of 12°. Geometric constraints were employed to keep 

the configurations physically meaningful; for example, one constraint ensured suf- 

ficient wing volume to store the mission fuel, and another specified minimum wing 

thickness-to-chord ratios. 

Throughout the work to be presented, I distinguish between the configuration 

definition and description. The configurations are defined by a concise set of design 

variables (parameters), as set forth in the following chapter. By contrast, the con- 

figuration is described by discrete, numerical data. The Craidon geometry format?®, 

developed by Charlotte Craidon in the early 1970’s at the NASA Langley Research 

Center, was a convenient choice for this description. 

The Craidon geometry defines the fuselage at a number of axial stations by 

a collection of (y,z) data points. Similarly, the wing is described by airfoil cross- 

sections (i.e., (x, z) data) at a number of spanwise locations. The engine nacelles 

(or pods) in the Craidon geometry are represented as axi-symmetric bodies. Tail 

surfaces, fins and canards are assumed to be trapezoidal, with symmetric airfoil 

sections specified at the root and the tip of the surface. The coordinate axes used 

in this work are illustrated in Fig. 1.2. 

The motivation behind this distinction between aircraft definition and descrip- 

tion is a practical one. The analysis methods described later are all programmed 

as individual routines or modules that depend only on the Craidon geometry to 

determine the characteristics of the configuration. Consequently, the analysis of a 

given design is independent of the design variables, once the geometry has been de- 

fined. This strategy minimizes the effort required to change the number or meaning 

of a set of design variables, and effectively isolates the analysis modules from the 

optimization process. Thus, the individual techniques used to define an aircraft and 

estimate its performance are easily changed or upgraded without repeated overhauls 

of the entire analysis and optimization framework. 

The means used to define the configuration are presented in Ch. 2. In Ch. 3, 
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Fig. 1.2 — Coordinate Axes 

the strategy employed in the optimization procedure is described. Chs. 4 and 5 

present the detailed and simple analysis models used in the work. In Ch. 6, results 

are presented that illustrate the capability of the optimization methods and in Ch. 7 

I conclude with some general observations and recommendations for future work. 

Throughout the following discussion, I have made an effort to note the work 

of Dr. Eric Unger, a fellow researcher on this project, where appropriate. His con- 

tributions included the development of one of the approximate landing models, im- 

plementation of the ground-effect model and the development of the computational 

interface for the supersonic wave-drag program. Each of these topics is discussed in 

detail in later chapters. In addition, he played a key role in the development of the 

optimization strategies (particularly the appropriate selection of move limits), and 

with the implementation of the geometric modeling and description methods. 
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Chapter 2 — Configuration Definition and Design Variables 
  

  

Successful optimization requires a simple yet meaningful mathematical char- 

acterization of the aircraft configuration. In the following sections, I describe the 

methods developed to define the airfoil and wing thickness distribution, the wing 

planform, the placement of the engine nacelles, the fuselage and a simplified mission 

profile. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the methods used to define the con- 

figuration were developed to match the baseline design (see Fig. 1.1). Although 

this configuration was the focus of the work presented here, the geometry defini- 

tion techniques were also successfully employed to model the wing of a Mach 3.0 

aircraft.24 

2.1 — Airfoil Thickness Distribution 

The goal of the development of airfoil thickness distribution models was to 

define two families of airfoils with a small number of design parameters that have 

a simple, physical interpretation. Although the baseline configuration has airfoils 

whose leading edges (LE) are round, work with a Mach 3 configuration” led to the 

development of analytic definitions for both sharp and round-LE thickness distri- 

butions. For completeness, both models are presented. 

The approach was to determine some function that closely approximated the 

6A series airfoils found on the baseline configuration of Ref. 24. The resulting 

definitions also produced satisfactory agreement with the airfoils on the baseline 

design of the present work (Fig. 1.1). 

The following expressions give the upper surface coordinates of a symmetrical 

airfoil, normalized by the chord, as z,. The equations are written as a function of 

the normalized chordwise location, x/c. 
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2.1.1 — Round Leading Edge 

The thickness distribution for airfoils with round leading edges was based on, 

though is not the same as, the NACA modified 4-digit airfoil description.2° The 

resulting definition depends on 4 parameters: 

I The leading-edge radius parameter. 

t/c The maximum airfoil thickness-to-chord ratio. 

m The z/c location of t/c. 

TE The trailing-edge half angle. 

These 4 parameters are illustrated in Fig. 2.1. 

(tic) /2   

    
rr TE / 

-XIC   

Fig. 2.1 — Round-LE Airfoil Thickness Distribution 

The airfoil thickness is defined as z,, for0 < z/e< mand %, form<2z/c< 1. 

The functions are 

24, (z/c) = ao z/c + a; (a/c) + a2(x/c)* + a3(z/c)? , 
(2.1) 

2t,(z/c) = dg + dy (1 — x/c) + do(1 — z/c)? + d3(1—2/c)°. 

The coefficients d; were determined by requiring that z:, equal half the air- 

foil thickness-to-chord ratio at m, the slope of 2, be zero at m, the thickness at 

the trailing edge be zero, and the slope at the trailing edge be the tangent of the 
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trailing-edge half angle. These conditions are written as: 

aag(m) = 5(t/0), 

  

dzt, 
——~ (m) = 0, ajo)” (2.2) 

Zt (1) =0 ; 

Wey (1) = —tanrre. 
d(x/c) 

Substituting Eq. (2.1) into Eqs. (2.2) and solving for d; produces 

dp = 0, 

d, = tan7Tre, 

8 t/c 2d) (2.3) 
d2 — (1 —m)? 9 do 3 (1 m) ’ 

d, + 2d2(1 — m) 
dg = —-—— 7 

3(1 — m) 

To define a;, value and first and second derivative continuity of z:, and z:, were 

enforced at m; that is 

Za, (m) = 5(t/0), 
  

  

d/o = (2.4) 
da? x4, 
da/ey (m) = 2d2 + 6d3(1 — m). 

Finally, the definition of the NACA modified 4-digit leading-edge radius parameter 

was employed, 
2 

ry = 1.1019 [(I/6)(t/o)|? = 2, (2.5) 

where r; is the leading-edge radius-to-chord ratio. 

Using the form of z:, with Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) produces 

  

ay = V2r,, 

a, = — aT ~— 2maz — 3m7a3, 

ao = m3)? _ oie — 2maz, (2.6) 

a3 = = a + 3d3(1 — m) —- m8! + a 
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Fig. 2.2 compares the analytic definition with a representative round-LE airfoil 

on the baseline configuration of Ref. 24. 

  

Actual Round-LE Airfoil   

    
  

  

  

  

were e- Analytic Description 
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/ 
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Fig. 2.2 — Comparison of Analytic Thickness Model with 
Round-LE Airfoil from Baseline Configuration of Ref. 24 

2.1.2 — Sharp Leading Edge 

Although not used in the results presented here, an analytic definition modeling 

a sharp-LE airfoil thickness distribution was developed for the work of Ref. 24. This 

definition depends on 5 parameters: 

TLE The leading-edge half angle. 

l The z/c location of the end of the linear section. 

t/c The maximum airfoil thickness-to-chord ratio. 

m The z/c location of t/c. 

TTE The trailing-edge half angle. 

These 5 parameters are illustrated in Fig. 2.3. 

The airfoil thickness is defined as z:, for 0 < z/c < l, 2, for |< a2/c<m and 
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(t/c}/2 

Zt 

  

TLE 

    

Fig. 2.3 — Sharp-LE Airfoil Thickness Definition Parameters 

  

Zt, form < x/c <1. The distributions are 

zt, (2/c) = bi (z/c), 

= cp + c1(x/c) + C2(a/c)” + c3(x/c)*, 

z14,(z/c) = do + dy(1 — x/c) + do(1 — x/c)* + d3(1 — z/c)?. 

1 

S
R
 

» x/c 

(2.7) 

Note that 2, here is the same as z;, in the round-LE definition. The requirements 

of Eqs. (2.2) were employed for z,,, and hence the coefficients d; are defined by 

Eqs. (2.3). 

The coefficient 6; is determined by requiring the thickness distribution slope 

at the nose to be the tangent of the leading-edge half angle; hence, 

bj = tanTyhe. (2.8) 

For c;, value and slope continuity between z:, and z, at 1, and 2, and 2%, are 

enforced at m. These conditions are written as 

21, (1) = 2,(1), 
dzt, deta 

dajQ? = aaa 
Zt,(m) = 2t3(m) = 5 (t/ c), 

dZt, d2t, 

dala”) = aja” =° 
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Using Eqs. (2.7) in Eqs. (2.9) to find c; produces 

3 3+ 3lm2 — 32m — m3 |I—m (l—m)2 2 

bil - us bi 317 [3 _- m3 | 

C3 ’ 

  

    c= 

  

~(l-m)2 ° l-m~ l—-m (l—m)? (2.10) 

b,j — tL 3 _ 3 
q = EF —c(l+m), and 

Cy = byl — Bes — Pep — Ie, . 

Fig. 2.4 compares the analytic definition with a representative sharp-LE airfoil 

on the baseline configuration of Ref. 24. In practice, a value of 1 = 0.05 fits the data 

well for the sharp-LE airfoils and this value was fixed for the work of Ref. 24. 
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wn-- ee Analytic Supersonic Airfoil 
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-0.020 Dee                     -0.030 i 
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Fig. 2.4 — Comparison of Analytic Thickness Model with Sharp- 
LE Airfoil from Baseline Configuration of Ref. 24 

  

2.2 — Wing Planform Description 

The wing planform is specified by defining the leading and trailing edges using 

a blending of linear segments. The exponential blending was apparently first used 

by Barnwell,2’ and was later employed in the successful development of the SC3 
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wing concept.?° The leading and trailing-edge equations are defined by the projected 

intersection points (i.e., the planform breakpoints), the axial location of the wing 

tip, the wing semi-span and the wing-tip chord. Fig. 2.5 illustrates the planform 

definition parameters. 

  
  X6 yey 27 

x8 

  
        

  

Fig. 2.5 — Wing Planform Parameters 

An example of two blended linear segments is shown in Fig. 2.6. The equation 

for this curve is written as 

(Bo - Bi)(y— 1) (2.11) 

1 — exp Fees (y - v1)| 
  x=A+Biyt+ 

The linear-segment slopes are defined as By = (4, — A)/y; and Bz = (%2- 21) /(yo—- 

y1). The blending parameter 6 controls the degree of blending between the segments, 

with larger values corresponding to a larger blended region. Small values (e.g., 

6 = 0.001) allow an essentially sharp break between the adjacent segments. The 
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sign parameter « is chosen based on the relative magnitudes of B,; and Ba, 

  

      

—l, if Bg > By 

K>= | (Pa Bi if By = By (2.12) 

1, if Bo < By. 

—»> Jy 

A- 

x,-Boy a 

ins 
(XJ, y1) 

(x2, y2) 
1 
+ 
% 
4 
a 

  
Fig. 2.6 — Blended Linear Equations 

For values of y < yi, Eq. (2.11) approaches the equation of the first linear 

segment, x = A+ Byy. For values of y > yi, it approaches the equation for the 

second segment, x = Z; — Boy; + Boy. For y = y1, Eq. (2.11) is singular, but it is 

easily shown that as y — yi, the equation approaches x = A+ B,y — kxz,6. The 
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choice of « for the case of By = B, ensures that the equation reduces mathematically 

to z= A+ Byy in this instance. 

To define a wing planform, one equation such as Eq. (2.11) is used to form the 

wing’s leading edge and a second for the trailing edge. The parameters A, 21, Zo, 

y, and y2 are defined from the wing planform dimensions for both the leading and 

trailing edges. The principal advantage of the blended linear segment approach is 

its ability to model configurations with sharp planform breaks, as well as blended 

planforms. In addition, Eq. (2.11) is readily extended to include three or more 

linear segments. Although not presented here, this feature was utilized in Ref. 24. 

2.3 — Airfoil/Planform Integration 

To limit the number of design variables, the airfoil section used at a particular 

spanwise station is related to the planform at that station by the following rules 

derived from the baseline configuration: 

(1) The wing thickness-to-chord ratio is specified at the wing root, the leading-edge 

break and the tip. The wing thickness varies linearly between these control 

points. 

(2) The chordwise location of maximum thickness, m, is constant across the span. 

(3) The leading-edge radius parameter, J, is constant across the span. 

(4) The trailing-edge half angle of the airfoil section varies linearly with the thick- 

ness-to-chord ratio according to Trg = 3.03125(t/c)—0.044188. This expression 

was obtained by a least-squares fit of the data found on the baseline configu- 

ration. 

The advantage accrued by these assumptions is the reduction in the number of 

parameters (design variables) required to define the wing’s thickness distribution. 

In contrast, a more direct approach might specify J, m, t/c and 7rg at 10 spanwise 

locations, resulting in 40 thickness design parameters. Clearly, these rules reduce 

the flexibility available to modify the aircraft design, but this is not necessarily 

detrimental. On the assumption that the baseline configuration is well designed, 
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these rules embody to some degree good design practice and are analogous to similar 

simplifications made in a traditional design process. 

2.4 — Nacelle Placement 

In this study, the engine nacelle locations are varied during the optimization 

process. However, for the preliminary-design-level results presented here, thermal 

and exhaust scrubbing effects are not considered, and hence the axial location of 

the nacelles are fixed in relation to the wing’s trailing edge. A value of 25% nacelle 

overhang, taken from the baseline configuration, is assumed. Only the spanwise 

locations of the nacelles are specified. Fig. 2.7 illustrates the nacelle location pa- 

rameters. 

  

  

Fig. 2.7 — Nacelle Placement Parameters 

2.5 — Axi-symmetric Fuselage Definition 

The baseline configuration’s fuselage is very nearly axi-symmetric, with the 

exception of the region near the wing root, where there is some degree of blending. 

Therefore, to simplify the parametric definition, I have assumed an axi-symmetric 
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fuselage. The length of the fuselage is fixed at 300 ft and the volume at 23, 270ft°, 

values derived from the baseline. The axial location and radius of each of four 

restraint locations along the fuselage length are the design parameters. The shape 

of the fuselage between these restraints is defined by requiring that it be a minimum 

wave-drag body of known volume. “Wave drag” here refers to the supersonic wave 

drag predicted by linearized-potential theory for bodies in supersonic flow. 

In Ref. 29, Eminton develops the methodology for defining such a minimum- 

drag body. The cross sectional area is given by 

4 
= 20" 73/2 3/2 2 Zy+ 222 4 222 — {Jin | ——= _ S(z) = (l-z)"" +1 DY a( os —9 (92 z, —6422)| , (2.13) 

where z} = £+k;—2zk,; and z2 = £k;(1—Z)(1—k,). The quantity V is the required 

volume, | is the length, % is the normalized axial location z/l and the k; are the 

normalized axial locations of the restraints. The constants vy; are determined by 

solving the 4 x 4 linear system resulting from the above expression applied at the 

four restraint locations. 

This formulation is more attractive than simpler alternatives (e.g., a cubic 

spline) because is generates a low-drag fuselage shape. Thus, in a fashion simi- 

lar to the rules linking wing planform and thickness distribution, this formulation 

incorporates “good design practice” directly into the geometry definition. 

Fig. 2.8 shows the fit obtained using this method to model the baseline’s fuse- 

lage. The axial locations chosen for the restraint locations were selected to achieve 

a reasonable fit with the baseline’s fuselage data. For cross-sections of the baseline’s 

fuselage that are not circular, the radius shown in Fig. 2.8 produces the area of the 

actual cross-section. 

2.6 — Mission Definition Parameters 

Although not part of the aircraft geometry definition, the specification of a 

simple mission profile plays an important role in the design process. Three param- 

eters are used to define an idealized cruise mission. One parameter is the mission 
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Fig. 2.8 — Parametric Fuselage Fit Compared to the Baseline Fuselage 

fuel, and the other two specify the initial cruise altitude and the consant climb rate 

used in the range calculation (see Ch. 4). 

2.7 — Design Variables 

The design variables chosen to specify the initial aircraft design were based 

directly on the geometry definition methods described above. The original design 

variable values were chosen to define a configuration close to the baseline design. 

“Close”, in this sense, meant first that the design derived from the design variables 

(i.e., the initial design) appeared geometrically similar to the baseline configuration. 

Second, and more important, the initial design’s performance was expected to be 

close to that predicted for the baseline. 

It should be noted that the initial values for the mission fuel, the cruise-climb 

rate and the starting cruise altitude were chosen to (approximately) minimize the 

fuel required to maintain the specified range. Thus, the initial values of the mission 
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Table 2.1 Initial Wing-Alone Design Variables 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

          

Number| Value Description 

1 142.01 Wing root chord (ft) 

2 99.65 LE break, x (ft) 
3 28.57 LE break, y (ft) 

4 142.01 TE break, x (ft) 

5 28.57 TE break, y (ft) 

6 138.40 LE of wing tip, x (ft) 

7 9.30 Tip chord (fé) 

8 67.32 Wing semi-span (ft) 

9 0.50 |Chordwise location of max. t/c 

10 4.00 | Airfoil LE radius parameter, I 

11 2.96 Airfoil t/c at root (%) 

12 2.36 Airfoil t/c at LE break (%) 

13 2.15 Airfoil t/c at tip (%) 

14 290,905 Mission fuel (lbs) 

15 50,000 | Starting cruise altitude (ft) 

16 100.00 | Cruise climb rate (ft/min) 
  

definition variables were, if not precisely optimal, nevertheless reasonable. 

Two basic types of design problems were considered, those in which only the 

wing planform and thickness were varied, and those in which the fuselage, the wing 

and the nacelle locations were varied. I refer to these two problem types as wing- 

alone and wing-fuselage-nacelle designs, respectively. For the wing-alone designs, 

the optimized wing is analyzed in the presence of the fuselage from the baseline. 

The spanwise locations of the engine nacelles on the wing-alone designs are fixed at 

the values found on the baseline, though the nacelles move axially with the wing’s 

trailing edge (see Ch. 3). The initial values for the wing-alone designs are shown in 

Table 2.1, and those selected for the wing-fuselage-nacelle cases in Table 2.2. 

As stated previously, an important comparison is the performance predicted by 

the methods outlined in Chapters 4 and 5 for the baseline configuration, and for the 
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Table 2.2 Initial Wing-Fuselage Nacelle Design Variables 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

          

Number| Value Description 

1 142.01 Wing root chord (ft) 

2 99.65 LE break, x (ft) 

3 28.57 LE break, y (ft) 

4 142.01 TE break, x (ft) 

5 28.57 TE break, y (ft) 

6 138.40 LE of wing tip, x (ft) 

7 9.30 Tip chord (ft) 

8 67.32 Wing semi-span (ft) 

9 0.50 |Chordwise location of max. t/c 

10 4.00 | Airfoil LE radius parameter, I 

11 2.96 Airfoil t/c at root (%) 

12 2.36 Airfoil t/c at LE break (%) 

13 2.15 Airfoil t/c at tip (%) 

14 70.00 Fuselage restraint 1, x (ft) 

15 6.00 Fuselage restraint 1, r (ft) 

16 135.00 Fuselage restraint 2, x (ft) 

17 5.80 Fuselage restraint 2, r (ft) 

18 170.00 | Fuselage restraint 3, x (ft) 

19 5.80 Fuselage restraint 3, r (ft) 

20 215.00 | Fuselage restraint 4, x (ft) 

21 6.00 Fuselage restraint 4, r (ft) 

22 17.79 Nacelle 1, y (ft) 

23 32.07 Nacelle 2, y (ft) 

24 =| 290,905 Mission fuel (lbs) 

25 50,000 | Starting cruise altitude (ft) 

26 100.00 | Cruise climb rate (ft/min) 
  

two configurations defined by the initial design variables. Four key parameters—the 

aircraft range, the landing angle of attack, the take-off gross weight and the wing 

weight—are compared in Table 2.3. For all three configurations, the mission fuel, 

the starting cruise altitude and the cruise-climb rate were the same. In addition, 
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the wings for each were assumed to be metallic in construction. (The means of 

estimating the weights are presented in Chapter 5.) 

Table 2.3 Performance Comparison for Baseline and Initial Designs 
  

  

  

  

  

Baseline | Initial W Design | Initial WFN Design 

Range ( n. mi. ) 5,404 5,464 5517 

Landing Angle of Attack 13.7° 13.7° 13.7° 

Take-off Gross Weight (lbs) | 558,962 559,962 560,138 

Wing Weight (lbs) 68,181 69,124 69,138             
The geometry definition methods described in sections 2.1 through 2.5 could 

easily be applied to more elaborate aircraft configurations than those presented 

here. In addition, the definition of individual design variables could be changed 

without requiring any change in the geometric modeling techniques. Thus, the 

methods presented in this chapter could be applied to a much broader range of 

configurations and design variables than are presented in this study. 
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Chapter 3 — Optimization Strategy 
  

  

The numerical optimization is performed using the NEWSUMT-A program.*° 

The optimizer modifies the design variables to minimize the objective function, 

while satisfying the design constraints. NEWSUMT-A is an extended interior 

penalty function method, with Newton’s method used for unconstrained minimiza- 

tion. Second derivatives of the penalty function are approximated from constraint 

first derivative data. 

The primary computational cost of the optimization is not the evaluation of 

the objective function, but rather the estimation of aerodynamic performance. The 

numerical optimizer requires several thousand constraint evaluations to complete 

the optimization, and thus the direct use of the detailed analysis methods (described 

in the next chapter) is prohibitively expensive. To reduce this expense, a sequential 

approximate optimization technique is employed in which the overall design process 

is composed of a sequence of optimization cycles. At the beginning of each cycle, 

approximations to the detailed analyses are constructed. Optimization using the 

approximate analyses is performed with limits imposed on the allowed change in the 

design variables (i.e., move limits) to avoid large errors. This approximate problem 

is converged and the process begins again with new approximations. 

In the following sections, the different approximation methods employed in the 

optimization are described, the design variables are summarized, and the objec- 

tive function and constraints used are listed. The analysis methods used in the 

optimization are discussed in Chs. 4 and 5. 

3.1 — Approximation Methods 

In the following, several approaches to the approximation of a scalar function 

f that depends on the vector of design variables, x, are described. The function f 

stands for 4 different aerodynamic parameters used in the estimation of aircraft per- 

formance. For the estimation of supersonic wave drag, f represents the wave-drag 
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coefficient, C'p,,. In the calculation of supersonic drag due to lift, f represents two 

individual parameters: the supersonic lift-curve slope, Cy, and the leading-edge 

thrust parameter, C/C?. In the estimation of landing performance, f represents 

the subsonic lift-curve slope at landing, Cz, |iag. Each of these parameters will be 

discussed in detail in the following chapter. Three approximations are considered: 

linear, global-local and scaled. 

Linear Approximation. The linear approximation is simply a first-order Taylor 

series expansion in the design variables about the design point at the beginning of 

a cycle, Xo, using the detailed analysis fa, 

f(x) © fa(xo) + Vfa- Ax, (3.1) 

where Ax = X— Xp and the gradient V fa is evaluated at xp. The gradient of fy is a 

row vector composed of elements 0f4/0x;. These partial derivatives are estimated 

by forward differences; that is, Ofa/Ox; = fa(ai + Az;)/Az;. For smoother func- 

tions, the perturbation in the design variables is chosen small enough to obtain an 

adequate representation of the derivative without incurring excessive roundoff error 

(e.g., 0.002 design variable perturbation). For noisy functions, small values of the 

perturbation produce large errors in the derivatives. To reduce this problem, the 

perturbation size is increased to values larger than the scale of some of the noise 

(e.g., 0.15 design variable perturbation). These are absolute perturbations in the 

design variables but, as discussed in §3.2, the design variables are scaled to have 

values between 0.1 and 10. The noise found in the analyses is numerical in origin 

and is discussed in more detail in Chs. 4 and 5. 

Global-Local Approzimation (GLA). This approximation technique, introduced 

in Ref. 31, utilizes a simple model, f,, in conjunction with a more detailed analysis, 

fa. The approximation uses a linear-scaling technique whereby f is evaluated at x 

using 

f(x) © o(x) f(x) , (3.2) 
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where the scaling parameter is evaluated at the design point at the beginning of a 

cycle, Xp, as 

o(xo) = La%o) (3.3) 
fs(Xo) 

The scaling parameter is approximated at x using a Taylor-series expansion 

a(x) © o(x9) + Vo- Ax. (3.4) 

The gradient of o at xp involves differentiating Eq. (3.3) and requires the 

evaluation of the gradients of both the detailed and simple analyses. As for the 

linear approximation, forward finite differences were employed. Again, numerical 

noise in the analysis methods can cause errors in this approximation and the size of 

the design variable perturbation must be set to minimize this problem to the degree 

possible. These errors mandate the use of small move limits in the design variables 

and can increase the number of cycles required for a complete optimization. 

Scaled Approzimation. Effective simple analysis models produce trends similar 

to those predicted by the detailed method over a change in the design. Such models 

suggest the use of a constant scaling function for an approximation, 

f(x) © o(xo) fs(x); (3.5) 

where o is given by Eq. (3.3). 

Two related features of this approach make it appealing: it eliminates the 

dependence of the approximation function f on derivatives of the detailed analysis 

and, as a result, the CPU time required to set up the approximation at the beginning 

of each design cycle is dramatically reduced. 

In spite of these advantages, the scaled approximation is of limited use because 

it does not incorporate detailed analysis derivatives. Thus, the optimization be- 

comes almost entirely dependent upon the behavior of the simple analysis model(s). 

For this reason, the scaled approximation should be employed only when analysis 

noise makes the derivative-based approximations intractable, or when the detailed 
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analysis method is so expensive that the evaluation of finite-difference derivatives 

at the beginning of a design cycle incurs excessive computational cost. 

Since the influence of the detailed analyses on the design optimization is de- 

termined largely by the derivatives evaluated at the beginning of a design cycle, 

the order of preference of the three approximation methods is first, the global-local 

approximation, second, linear approximation and last, scaled approximation. In 

Ch. 6, I present results obtained using the GLA method. Ref. 24 illustrates the use 

of all three approximation methods in the design of an HSCT wing. 

Clearly, the scaled and global-local approximation methods depend upon rea- 

sonably accurate, simple analysis methods. The advantage of incorporating simple 

models into the approximations (as opposed to the linear approximation) is the 

larger move limits allowed by the larger (expected) region of accuracy in the de- 

sign space. The use of simple models for these approximations is one of the two 

roles variable-complexity modeling plays in this research effort. The other is the 

use of a simple weight estimation model to represent the influence of structural 

considerations upon the design. 

3.2 — Design Variables 

The selection of design variables was based directly on the geometric parame- 

terization methods described in Chapter 2. The variables used in the optimization 

were selected to model the baseline configuration and were presented in that chap- 

ter. 

Recall that 16 design variables are required for for the wing-alone optimization 

cases, and 26 variables for the wing-fuselage-nacelle cases. As described previously, 

the design variables fall into five basic groups: wing planform, wing thickness, 

fuselage definition, nacelle placement and mission definition variables. For both 

wing-alone and wing-fuselage-nacelle sets, each of the design variables is scaled by a 

power of 10 in the computer implementation so that their magnitudes fall between 

0.1 and 10. 
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3.3 — Objective Function 

The objective function chosen for this work was the aircraft take-off gross 

weight (TOGW). This choice directly incorporates both aerodynamic and struc- 

tural considerations, in that the structural weight directly affects aircraft empty 

weight, while aerodynamic performance dictates the mission fuel. In this sense, this 

objective function captures the multidisciplinary nature of aircraft design. 

There are, however, alternatives to TOGW. For example, if fuel efficiency were 

considered to be of primary importance the mission fuel weight could be the ob- 

jective function. More fundamentally, the life-cycle cost might be chosen as an 

appropriate figure of merit (see, for example, Ref. 32). Nevertheless, the TOGW 

is an important overall measure of aircraft performance and was selected as the 

objective function for the work presented here. 

3.4 — Constraints 

The optimization constraints ensure that the aircraft design meets appropriate 

performance requirements, and that it is geometrically reasonable. The constraints 

used in this design problem fall into three categories: performance/aerodynamic 

constraints, geometric constraints, and constraints implicit in the analysis or geom- 

etry definition formulation. 

In the following sections, each of the constraints is discussed in detail. All that 

are shown apply to the wing-fuselage-nacelle optimization cases, but not all apply 

to the wing-alone designs. Constraints that apply only to the wing-fuselage-nacelle 

cases are labeled WFN only. For each constraint, the nominal value used in the 

optimization is noted. 

3.4.1 — Performance/Aerodynamic Constraints 

Range. If a minimum range were not enforced for the designs, the optimizer 

would immediately remove the mission fuel, thereby reducing the gross weight dra- 

matically. The range calculation is described in the following chapter. The range 

was required to be at least 5,500 n. mi. 
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Landing Angle of Attack. The low-aspect ratio configurations required for ef- 

ficient supersonic flight have such low values of the subsonic lift-curve slope that 

considerable effort in the design process must be directed towards limiting the an- 

gle of attack at landing to prevent tail scrape. Thus the maximum landing angle 

of attack (typically, 12°) becomes an important design constraint. The method of 

estimating landing angle is presented in the following chapter. 

This constraint, as well as the other landing constraints, is evaluated at an 

(approximate) emergency condition. That is, the airport is assumed to be at an 

altitude of 5,000 ft, with an outside air temperature of 90 °F. The aircraft is 

assumed to be carrying 50% of its fuel, and to be landing at 145 kts. 

Landing Lift Coefficient. A related landing consideration is the maximum 

lift the wing is capable of producing. A maximum lift coefficient (typically, 1.0) 

is enforced at the landing condition desribed above. The lift coefficient, Cy, is 

calculated from 

4 

CL = 1/2pU2,S,, ’ (3.6) 

where the wing area, S,, is known for a given configuration and the aircraft landing 

weight, W, and speed, U., are known from the configuration and the landing 

conditions. The air density, p, is given by 

Ts 

Tidg 

  

P= Ps (3.7) 

where p, and T; are the density and temperature (absolute) from the U.S. Standard 

Atmosphere (see, for example, Ref. 33) at the given airport altitude, and Tig, is the 

actual air temperature (absolute) at landing. 

Landing Wing-Section Lift Coefficients. The final landing-condition constraint 

limits the maximum section lift coefficient found on the wing (typically, C; < 2.0). 

This constraint is a simple method of avoiding wing designs susceptible to partial 

wing stalling. Again, the landing conditions are as described above. 

The section lift coefficient, C;, is calculated assuming an elliptic spanwise lift 
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distribution, and is given by 

2C Sy 
Ci (7) — xsc(n) 

where 7) is the spanwise y-location normalized by the semi-span, s, and c is the wing 

  

1 — n? ’ (3.8) 

chord. The wing’s lift coefficient is given by Eq. (3.6). This constraint is evaluated 

at each of the airfoil definition locations in the Craidon geometry. Thus, in the 

work presented here, 18 constraints are required to enforce this condition. 

3.4.2 — Geometric Constraints 

Wing Volume. The mission fuel is assumed to be carried entirely in the wing, 

and 50% of the total wing volume is assumed to be available for fuel storage. The 

wing volume is calculated from the Craidon geometry by summing the volumes of 

the individual prismatic elements defined by the numerical wing description. 

Wing Chord. A minimum wing chord (typically, 7 ft) was enforced to prevent 

infeasible planform geometries. Since the leading and trailing edges of the wing 

are defined by separate blended linear equations, it is mathematically possible for 

the “leading” edge to be behind the “trailing” edge; this constraint prevents such a 

situation. As for the section lift coefficient limitation, this constraint is evaluated 

for each of the 18 airfoil definition locations in the Craidon geometry. 

Planform Breaks. To ensure physically meaningful wing planforms, the plan- 

form breaks are required to be arranged sequentially on the wing. For example, the 

y-location of the leading-edge break must be less than the wing semi-span. 

Thickness-to-Chord Ratios. Minimum thickness-to-chord ratios are enforced at 

three locations across the wing span: the wing root, the leading-edge break and the 

wing tip. The minimum value was typically 1.5%. 

Fuselage Restraint Locations. As with the planform break locations, several 

constraints are employed to keep the fuselage restraint x-locations in sequential 

order. In addition, a minimum spacing between the points (typically, 10 ft) is en- 

forced to prevent overlap when the design variables are perturbed during derivative 

calculations. There are no constraints placed on the fuselage diameter. 
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Engine Nacelle Spanwise Locations (WFN only). Several constraints are uti- 

lized to preserve the order of the nacelles on the wing. In addition, the spanwise 

location of the outboard engine nacelle is limited to some fraction of the side-of-body 

to wing-tip distance (typically, 50%). This constraint was employed to represent 

engine-out and flutter considerations that are not analyzed in the optimization pro- 

cedure. 

3.4.3 — Implicit Formulation Constraints 

In several instances, it proved convenient to formulate constraints directly into 

the analysis or geometry-definition methods. These constraints are thus not part 

of the formal optimization procedure, in the sense that they do not appear among 

the constraints presented to the numerical optimizer. They include a maximum 

cruise altitude constraint, the required fuselage length and volume, a required wing 

mean-aerodynamic-chord location, and an axial nacelle location requirement. 

Mazimum Cruise Altitude. The maximum altitude allowed during the cruise 

mission is enforced as part of the range calculation (see the following chapter). 

This limitation is imposed to represent cabin depressurization safety considerations. 

Typically, the maximum altitude was limited to 70,000 ft. 

Fuselage Volume and Length (WFN only). In an actual aircraft design, many 

constraints would be placed on the shape and dimensions of the fuselage. Passen- 

ger seating, for example, is somewhat difficult to incorporate into an optimization 

procedure since the seating arrangement, by nature, behaves discretely. As a first 

attempt at including reasonable geometric requirements, the fuselage volume and 

length are fixed to the values found on the baseline configuration (23,270 ft? and 

300 ft, respectively). 

Recall from Chapter 2 that the length and volume appear as parameters in 

the equations defining the fuselage cross-sectional area (Eq. 2.13). Thus, these 

geometric requirements appear directly in the fuselage definition. 

Wing Mean Aerodynamic Chord (MAC) Location. The attentive reader may 
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have noticed that the wing planform design variables (see Ch. 2) completely define 

the planform shape, but do not specify the wing’s axial location. The location is set 

to satisfy basic stability requirements by positioning its MAC quarter chord at the 

same axial position as the baseline configuration. The z-location of the wing-root 

leading edge, rzFr,,, is given by 

LLEy, = Te/4 — c/4 —Zepe (3.9) 

where xz/4 is the desired x-location of the MAC, é is the wing’s MAC and Z;,, is 

the z-location of the leading edge of the MAC relative to the wing root. The MAC 

is defined by 
b/2 

o= = / (e(y) |? dy, (3.10) 
where b is the wing span, and S,, the wing area. 

The z-location of the MAC relative to the wing root is given by 

9 re/2 

ine == [ Fuelwelyay, 3.11) 
where ZF is the wing’s leading-edge z-location relative to the wing root. In prac- 

tice, Eqs (3.10) and (3.11) are integrated numerically using the trapezoidal rule. 

The desired value of the MAC quarter-chord location, rz/4 = 147.3ft, was taken 

from the baseline configuration. 

Engine Nacelle Azial Location. As noted in Ch. 2, the engine nacelles are fixed 

axially by the location of the wing’s trailing edge, to obviate the consideration of 

exhaust scrubbing and thermal effects. The nominal 25% overhang is based on the 

values found on the baseline. Note that, since the nacelles move with the wing’s 

trailing edge, even in the wing-alone designs the nacelles can be positioned axially 

by the optimizer. 

The constraints are summarized in Table 3.1. The nominal values of each of 

the constraints are indicated and, unless noted otherwise, are the values used in the 

optimization procedure. Only the optimization constraints are shown; the implicit 

formulation constraints are not included. 
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Table 3.1. Optimization Constraints 
  

Number Description 
  

1 Range > 5, 500n.m1. 
  

2 Landing angle of attack < 12° 
  

3 Landing C, < 1.0 
  

4-21 Landing section C; < 2.0 
  

22 Fuel volume < half of wing volume 
  

23-40 Wing chord > 7.0 ft 
  

4l LE break, y < wing semi-span 
  

42 TE break, y < wing semi-span 
  

43 Root t/c > 1.5% 
  

44 LE break t/c > 1.5% 
  

45 Tip t/c > 1.5% 
  

46 Fuselage: Zrest, + 10ft < Zrest, 
  

Av Fuselage: frest, + 10ft < Zrest, 
  

48 Fuselage: trestz + 10ft < Zrest, 
  

49 Fuselage: Zrest, + LOft < 300ft 
  

50 Nacelle 1, y > side-of-body 
  

51 Nacelle 1, y < nacelle 2, y 
  

D2 Nacelle 1, y < nacelle 2, y 
  

d3     Nacelle 2, y < 50% wing semi-span     
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Chapter 4 — Detailed Analysis Methods 
  

  

In this chapter, the aerodynamic analysis methods employed in the design 

optimization are described. As was discussed in Ch. 1, there is a heirarchy of 

analysis techniques that parallel the stages of design refinement; that is, analyses 

are often referred to as conceptual-design-level, preliminary-design-level or detailed- 

design-level methods. I denote the two levels of analysis used in this work as detailed 

and simple methods; terms which refer, respectively, to preliminary-design-level and 

conceptual-design-level analysis methods. 

The aerodynamic methods presented in this chapter are founded upon linear- 

ized-potential theory and boundary-layer theory. Thus the aerodynamic lift forces 

are based upon the assumption that the wing is thin, and drag forces are assumed 

to be composed of three components: wave drag, drag due to lift and skin-friction. 

Linear-theory methods can be expected to produce reasonably accurate results for 

the slender fuselages and thin wings found in this class of aircraft. Moreover, the 

flight conditions of interest (cruise and landing) are not characterized by high levels 

of flow non-linearity for well-designed configurations. 

Fundamentally, the basic flight characteristics of interest—range and landing 

angle of attack—are not aerodynamic quantities. Of course, the aerodynamic per- 

formance must be determined to estimate these characteristics, and so the first 

portion of this chapter is dedicated to the description of the methods used to an- 

alyze the aerodynamic behavior of the configuration. Specifically, the calculations 

contributing to the supersonic drag polar and subsonic lift curve are described. The 

second portion of the chapter deals with the estimation of range and landing angle 

of attack given this aerodynamic information. 

4.1 — Aerodynamic Analysis Methods 

The calculation of the aircraft range depends upon the relation between aircraft 

lift and drag; that is, the determination of the drag polar. Using the linear-theory 
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assumption, this calculation is broken down into three separate calculations: su- 

personic wave drag, drag due to lift, and skin friction drag. Each of the methods 

employed for these analyses is discussed separately. The estimation of the aircraft 

drag polar, which depends upon these calculations, simulates the effect of a proper 

wing-camber design and is described separately. 

Subsonically, the analysis requirements were driven by the landing angle of 

attack calculation. Thus, lift vs. angle of attack information was necessary but 

a drag calculation was not. For the slender wing planforms found in this class of 

aircraft, non-linear vortex-lift effects were incorporated into the basic linear-theory 

method, as well as an empirical model for estimating the influence of ground effect. 

4.1.1 — Supersonic Wave Drag 

In Ref. 35, the far-field wave drag, D,,, of a slender body of revolution with 

unit length and cross-sectional area S' is given by 

= = ~~ [ S" (x) dz [ S$” (x21) In(a — x1)dzxy , (4.1) 

where x = 0 corresponds to the nose of the body and x = 1 to the base (or 

tail), and q is the dynamic pressure. The derivation of Eq. (4.1) requires that. 

S’(0) = S’(1) = 0. 

In 1936, von Karman observed that upon setting |* = U,,S’(x), Eq. (4.1) 

becomes identical to the expression for the vortex drag of a lifting wing. This 

remarkable feature suggests the introduction of a Glauert-like transformation, x = 

(1 — cos @)/2, similar to the one utilized in lifting-line theory. The first derivative 

of the cross-sectional area may then be expressed by the Fourier series 

oo 

S'(x) = > Ansin(n6). (4.2) 
n=1 

The cross-sectional area, obtained by integrating Eq. (4.2), may be expressed as 

Ay@ 141 . 
S(z)=N+—- +5 d = (Angi — Ar—1)sin(n8), (4.3) 
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where N = S(Q) is the area at the nose of the body, and Ap = 0. The wave drag is 

then expressed as 

Dw _ ; S > nA? (4.4) 
q n=1 

In Ref. 36, Eminton and Lord citing an expression similar to Eq. (4.1) remark, 

“The development of this result has aroused interest in two problems: the derivation 

of the optimum area distribution for minimum wave drag under certain specified 

conditions and the numerical evaluation of the wave drag of a specified area distri- 

bution. These apparently distinct problems have hitherto been treated separately, 

but it is shown here how an attempt to solve the first problem has led to a practical 

method of solving the second.” 

Thus, the method of Eminton and Lord, which has become the classical tech- 

nique for estimating slender-body wave drag, finds the shape of the body passing 

through M area restraint locations which minimizes wave drag. Formally, 

  

  

D rT 
minimize: —~=—) nA? 742, 

Ajo, 11 . 
such that: S(z1)=N+ +—- Ss —(A;41 — Ar—1) sin(n6}) 

4 4 n 
n=1 (4.5) 

Ai@ ll . 
S(tm) =N+ 1 + Z dX 7 (Ar+a — A;_;) sin(n@y). 

This problem may be solved by application of the theory of constrained minimiza- 

tion using Lagrange multipliers (see, for example, Ref. 37), but it is complicated by 

the presence of the infinite series. 

In Ref. 38, Eminton develops a closed-form equivalent to this infinite series and 

derives the following expression for the wave drag, 

D 4 MM 

<2 ==(B- NP + TSS dsp (zi, 25) 5 (4.6) 
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where B is the area of the body at the base and z; are the locations at which S(z;) 

are specified. The constants (Lagrange multipliers) 4; are determined from the 

solution of the M linear equations developed from the requirement of a minimum- 

wave-drag body, 

M 
S > A:v (xi, 23) =(S;-N)-(B-N)u(z;) forj=1,2,...,M, (4.7) 
t=1 

where S; = S(z;). The functions u and p are given by 

u(x) =  [eos“*(1 — 2x) - 2(1 -— 2x)/az(1- 2) )] (4.8) 

and 

  

(4.9) 
__1,_ 9 rt+y—2ry+2/zy(1—az)(l-y 

Pim y) = 2 yn a 2,/ry(1 — x)(1—y) vl 

2ez+y—2ry)/zry(1—z)(1—y). 

Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) relate the supersonic wave drag of an axi-symmetric body 

to its cross-sectional area, but they are not directly applicable to the estimation 

of a general aircraft configuration’s wave drag. The supersonic area rule relates an 

aircraft to a family of equivalent axi-symmetric bodies. The wave drags of these 

equivalent bodies may then be evaluated by Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7). 

39 each equivalent body of revolution is determined by passing Following Harris, 

a series of parallel cutting planes through the aircraft configuration. The cutting 

planes are inclined with respect to the aircraft axis at the Mach angle. The area 

of the equivalent body at each station is the projection onto a plane normal to the 

aircraft axis of the area intercepted by the cutting plane. 

Since the cutting planes are inclined with respect to the aircraft axis, the 

projected normal area depends on both the axial location and on the roll angle of 

the cutting plane; see Fig. 4.1. It is this roll angle dependence that mandates that 

an aircraft be represented by a collection of equivalent bodies, and not a single one. 
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Given this family of bodies, the wave drag of each is calculated and the wave drag 

of the aircraft is then taken to be the average of the equivalent-body drags, 

  

  

  

  

  

        

  

207 

(2+) -2 [PO w, (4.10) 
Y / avg 2m Jo q 

where @ is the cutting-plane roll angle. 

Aircraft at 0° Roll Angle 
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Normal Projected Area Mach Cutting Plane 
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Aircraft at 90° Roll Angle 

  
  

  

  

        

Normal Projected Area Mach Cutting Plane 

Fig. 4.1 — Mach Cutting Plane and Normal-Area Projection for 

Two Cutting-Plane Roll Angles 

The numerical implementation of this method was developed by Boeing for 

NASA during the US Supersonic Transport Program. It is known as the Harris code, 

and has become a de-facto standard; this program serves as the detailed analysis 
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method for the design optimization. It was modified only as required to mesh with 

the optimization and performance evaluation modules; no changes were made to 

the central computational portions of the code. Dr. Eric Unger implemented the 

interface between the Harris code and the other analysis modules. 

One of the equivalent-body area distributions generated by the Harris code 

for the baseline configuration is shown in Fig. 4.2. This equivalent body was for 

§ = —90° and M = 2.4. In Ch. 5, I present the methodology developed for a simple 

wave-drag model that depends upon a geometric approximation to the supersonic 

area rule. One measure of the success of the simple model will be a comparison 

with area distributions similar to that shown in the figure. 
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Fig. 4.2 — Equivalent-Body Area Distribution Derived from 
Baseline Configuration (Harris Code, @ = —90°, M = 2.4) 

Fig. 4.3 illustrates the variation of equivalent-body wave drag with cutting 

plane roll angle. The configuration was again the baseline, and the Mach number 

was 2.4. 
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Fig. 4.3 — Variation of Wave Drag with Cutting-Plane Roll 

Angle for Baseline Configuration (Harris Code, M = 2.4) 

4.1.2 — Supersonic Drag due to Lift 

The drag due to lift of the entire aircraft configuration is assumed to be given 

by the drag due to lift of the wing only; see Fig. 4.4. Further, the drag is assumed 

to be well approximated by a thin wing with linearized boundary conditions and, 

thus, linearized potential theory is applied. 

For a wing of zero thickness lying essentially in the z = 0 plane, the linearized- 

potential theory problem definition may be stated as 

B° baa — byy — 22 =0 with boundary conditions: 

$2(x,y,0) = Uso F2 (a) on the wing, 
t (4.11) 

z(x,y, 0) = 0 off the wing, 

@ — 0 far upstream from the wing, 

where @¢ is the perturbation velocity potential, the perturbation velocity compo- 

nents are given by V¢ = (u,v,w), and 8 = /M?—1. The first boundary condi- 

tion ensures flow tangency on the wing, and the second implies that aerodynamic 
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Actual Configuration Wing Used for Drag-Due-to-Lift Calculation 

Fig. 4.4 — Wing Only, used for Supersonic Drag due to Lift 
Calculation 

loads (i.e., pressures) can only be carried by the wing and not off the wing. This 

second condition is obvious when the linearized form of the pressure coefficient, 

Co(z, y) = —(2/U..)u = —(2/Ue) bz, is recalled. Note that both surface boundary 

conditions are enforced in the z = 0 plane, which is consistent with the linearization 

of the problem. The final condition simply ensures that the perturbation potential 

vanishes in the far field. 

The solution to the problem posed by Eq. (4.11), developed in Ref. 40, is given 
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|B ax (y — m Je) — Py — 7) 

where @ = / M2 —1 and 2, is the wing’s camber surface. The hash marks in the 

integral signs indicate the use of the Cauchy principle-value theorem at singular 

points (see Ref. 37). The region of integration, 7, extends over the wing planform 

within the foreward Mach cone from the field point (z, y); see Fig. 4.5. 

   

  

Mach line 

Fig. 4.5 — Region of Integration for Drag-due-to-Lift Solution 

To estimate the supersonic drag due to lift of the wing, a panel code based di- 

rectly on the methods of Carlson, et al.4}:42:45 was developed. The solution method 

numerically evaluates the integral solution given by Eq. (4.12). As described in 

Ref. 41, the method depends upon a simple rectangular paneling scheme for the 

numerical solution, with partial panels used to approximate the leading and trail- 

ing edges of the wing. An example of a wing and the panels used to model it are 
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shown in Fig. 4.6. This particular solution technique has been employed in similar 

programs known collectively as “Mach-box” methods. In an actual solution, many 

more panels would be employed; for example, 40 spanwise panels were used in the 

present work. 
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Fig. 4.6 — Paneling Scheme for Supersonic Drag-due-to-Lift 

Analysis (from Ref. 41) 

This simple paneling method, which is an intimate part of the solution scheme, 

changes the number of panels with changes in wing planform. For example, if the 

leading edge of the planform shown in Fig. 4.6 were swept forward, the number 
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of panels modeling the wing would increase. This behavior, and the accompanying 

small variations in the flow solution, has little effect on the estimation of single-point 

design performance (the role for which the panel method was originally conceived), 

but presents difficulties in the optimization procedure, where analysis solutions 

are assumed to vary continuously. This issue is discussed further in the following 

chapter. 

To verify the general validity of the method implementation, I have compared 

the results predicted by the panel code with analytic solutions for wings of simple 

planform. These analytic solutions were derived from conical-flow theory using the 

methods of Ref. 44. Two cases were considered, a simple delta wing with subsonic 

leading edges, and a clipped delta wing with supersonic leading edges. These two 

planforms are shown in Fig. 4.7. For comparison with the panel code, the AC, 

distributions at several spanwise stations were examined. For the subsonic-LE delta 

wing, the flow is conically self-similar and, thus, only the 50% semi-span station was 

investigated. For the supersonic-LE clipped delta wing, the 30% and 60% semi-span 

locations were examined. For both cases, the Mach number was M = V2. 

The calculated and analytic pressure distributions are presented in Figs. 4.8, 

4.9, and 4.10. In Fig. 4.8 the agreement is quite good, with the panel code captur- 

ing the pressure singularity at the leading edge quite well. For the supersonic-LE 

clipped-delta results shown in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, the agreement is less favorable. 

Some minor oscillations in the numerical solution occur at the leading edge, and 

there is some smearing of the data near the Mach lines (linearized shocks). Never- 

theless, the panel code is in reasonable agreement with the analytic solutions and 

may be expected to produce reasonable aerodynamic estimates. 

For the calcuation of drag, integration of the normal pressure forces over the 

wing planform produces drag estimates in excess of actual values. This discrepancy 

may be explained by recalling that the thin-wing approximation is simply the limit- 

ing case of an actual wing with thickness reduced to zero. In this limit, for leading 
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Fig. 4.7 — Wing Planforms for Comparing Analytic Solution 
and Supersonic Panel Code Predictions 

edges of the wing with subsonic flow normal to the edge, the high velocity due to 

the upwash around the leading edge becomes a velocity singularity. Similarly, AC, 

at the leading edge increases while the area upon which it acts decreases until, in 

the limit, an infinite pressure acts upon zero area (see Fig. 4.8 for an example of 

this pressure singularity). The result is a finite contribution to the drag force that 

must be added to the result obtained by the surface pressure integration. This finite 
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Fig. 4.9 — Pressure Distribution at 30% Semi-Span Location of 

Supersonic-LE Clipped-Delta Wing (see Fig. 4.7) 

force is referred to as leading-edge suction (LES), and the component parallel to the 

drag force is known as the leading-edge thrust since it tends to reduce the overall 
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planform drag. 

Thus, for flat thin wings at small angle of attack, the drag due to lift in coefhi- 

cient form is given by 

Cp, = aC, — Cr, (4.13) 

where a is the angle of attack, Cz is the lift coefficient and Cr is the leading-edge 

thrust coefficient. Recalling that, for flat wings, Cp, = aCy,, (where Cz, is the 

lift-curve slope), Eq. (4.13) may be rewritten as 

[1 Cr\ 19 
Cp, = (5 | Cr . (4.14a) 

The parameters Cy, and Cr/C? are not functions of C, for a given planform 

and, thus, 1/C., — Cr/ C? completely determines Cp,(Cz). While this is true in 

linearized theory, Eq. (4.14a) is not generally applicable to actual wing planforms 

because the full theoretical values of leading-edge thrust are not observed experi- 

mentally. For this reason, a modified form of Eq. (4.14@) may be written as 

  
—_ — —_—— 4, Ch, (z ; kr = | Cz, (4.145) 
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where kr is a factor describing the fraction of Cr actually expected and has values 

between 0 and 1. The factor kr depends on many variables; for example, it varies 

with flow Reynolds number, leading-edge radius and C',. Carlson has examined this 

dependence in detail and in the present work, kr is estimated using his “attainable 

leading-edge suction” method.*? Fig. 4.11 shows the variation of ky with lift for the 

baseline configuration. 
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The panel code developed from Refs. 41, 42, and 43 calculates C,, kr and Cr 

for a given value of a. It is, therefore, a simple matter to estimate C_, and Cr/C? 

for a given configuration. 

4.1.3 — Supersonic Skin Friction Drag 

The skin friction on the aircraft is estimated using standard algebraic estimates. 

The boundary layer is assumed to be turbulent and the van Driest II method is 

utilized to estimate the drag on flat plates with wetted area equal to that of the 

aircraft components. To account for the effects of body curvature, the resultant 
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drag estimates are multiplied by empirical form factors derived from the geometric 

characteristics of the aircraft components (e.g., slenderness ratio is used to estimate 

the fuselage form factor). Finally, the individual component drags are summed to 

estimate the total friction drag on the aircraft. 

Van Driest IT Formulation. The van Driest II equation for the skin friction 

on a flat plate in compressible flow was developed assuming turbulent flow and 

a von Karman mixing-length model. This method produces reasonably accurate 

results*°from a relatively simple, closed-form expression. 

From Ref. 46, the van Driest II formulation may be written as 

0.242 = 
= = logip( R-CFr) 5 (4.15a) 

/Cr 

where the equation terms are given by 

  

  

pee J + (122/T,,) x 1075/7 
Fo = VTe/Tw 5 + (122/T.) x 10~5/Te | ’ 

rm 

Fo = o 

szM, (4.158) 
b 

= sin ———_ } + sin"! | ———— } , 

  

In these expressions, M is the free-stream Mach number, R, is the Reynolds number 

based on a given reference length, and T, is the wall temperature. The wall is 

assumed to be adiabatic, thus T, = T.(1 + rm), where the recovery factor r = 

P; /3 ~ 0.88 and the boundary layer edge temperature is assumed to be T, = 222 K 

(an approximation to the atmospheric temperature found at typical aircraft cruise 
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altitudes). Finally, the ratio of specific heats is assumed to be y = 1.4. Eq. (4.15) is 

solved numerically using Newton’s method with an initial guess of Cr = 0.074/R2-?. 

The skin friction is given by Cr = Cr/F,. Thus the skin friction drag (per 

unit dynamic pressure) on one side of a flat plate of area A is simply given by 

D;/q = ACP. 

Fuselage Skin Friction. The fuselage skin friction calculation takes place in 3 

steps: first, the wetted area of the fuselage (less the region covered by the wing root) 

is calculated, second, the drag on a flat plate of equivalent area, (C'r)e,g, is calculated 

from Eq. (4.15), and finally, the drag multiplied by a form factor correction. That 

is, 
D 

(2) = Fuse (Swet) fuse (Creq . (4.16) 
fuse 

The characteristic length used to calculate Reynolds number for the equivalent flat 

plate drag is the fuselage length. The form factor correction‘*’is given by 

1.5 3 

Fruse =14+1.5 @ +7 (¢) (4.17) 
fuse fuse 

where d is the maximum fuselage depth and L is the fuselage length. 

Wing Skin Friction. The wing skin friction is calculated in a similar manner, 

but the calculation is decomposed into multiple pieces. For a wing described at N 

spanwise stations in the Craidon geometry, there are N — 1 equivalent-flat-plate- 

drag calculations. That is, the wetted area between stations 7 and i+1 is calculated 

to form the equivalent flat plate area. The total wing drag is then given by 

D N-1 

(2) = Swing S- (Swet)i(Cr)eq; . (4.18) 

wing i=l 

The reference length used in Eq. (4.15) is the average chord length of the region 

of interest, (¢;+¢;+1)/2. The form factor correction?’ accounting for thickness effects 

is given by 

t t\* 
Swing =1+1.8 @ + 50 (=) ) (4.19) 
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where t/c is the maximum wing thickness-to-chord ratio. 

Engine Nacelle Skin Friction. The friction acting on the engine nacelles is 

calculated in a manner similar to the fuselage drag calculation. That is, the drag 

of a nacelle is given by 

D 
(24) -— Fnac(Swet)nac(CF)eg . (4.20) 

Again, Cy,, is the drag acting on a flat plate of equivalent wetted area. The char- 

acteristic length used for estimating C’s,, is the nacelle length. The form factor 

correction is the same as for the fuselage, 

1.5 3 meni sis(2) ar(2) a2 
nac nac 

Here, L is the nacelle length and d is the maximum nacelle diameter. 

Control Surface Skin Friction. The drag acting on the control surfaces (i.e., 

fins, canards and horizontal stabilizers) is estimated simply by calculating their 

wetted area and determining the equivalent-flat-plate drag, 

(PE) = (Suerdaurs (Creo: (4.22) 
qd / surf 

The control surfaces are assumed to be thin, thus no form factor correction is 

applied. Since the control surfaces are trapezoidal in the Craidon geometry descrip- 

tion, the reference length used for the Reynold’s number in Eq. (4.15) is the average 

of the root and tip chords, (Croot + Ctip)/2- 

The overall friction drag on the aircraft configuration is estimated by summing 

the individual component drags, 

1 D D co 21(),. (2). w fuse q wing 

Nnac Neurf 4») -E@), d ( q ) * d ( q sur fi i=] 7=1 

(4.23) 

where Nnac is the number of engine nacelles, Nurs is the number of control surfaces, 

and Sy is the reference wing area. 
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4.1.4 — Generation of the Drag Polar 

Given the wave drag, the friction drag and the drag-due-to-lift characteristics of 

a configuration, a drag polar could be constructed as Cp = Cp, + Cp, + (1/CL, - 

kpCr/C?)C?. However, this expression is only valid for flat wings and not for 

cambered wings. In this work, wing camber is not specified, but the effects of a 

proper camber design are estimated by an approximate technique. In the following, 

I describe the method developed to estimate the aircraft drag polar from the drag 

parameter calculations described in the previous sections. 

Ideally, the drag due to lift of a wing would exhibit the full theoretical leading- 

edge thrust predicted by linearized potential theory. However, as was discussed 

in §4.1.2, this behavior is not observed experimentally and the actual fraction of 

theoretical leading-edge thrust is generally less than one. One strategy for de- 

signing wing camber is to replace the concentrated leading-edge suction force with 

distributed low pressures over the curved leading edge of a cambered wing, thus 

recovering the benefit of the theoretical flat-wing thrust. This strategy assumes 

a desired design lift coefficient, at which the cambered wing with the attainable 

leading-edge suction (LES) matches the drag polar of a flat wing with full LES. 

The camber design incurs a penalty for lift coefficients other than the design value, 

relative to the flat wing polar, giving rise to the term zero-lift camber drag. The 

simplified approach presented here models this strategy and its effects. 

To reduce the terminology used, the drag-polar shape factor predicted by the 

full theoretical leading-edge thrust is denoted K fun = (1/CL, —Cr/C?). Similarly, 

the shape factor predicted from the attainable LES method is given as Kay = 

(1/CL,, — kateCr/C?). The flat-wing zero-lift drag is composed of the configuration 

wave drag and friction drag, and the design lift coefficient is abbreviated C,,,. The 

flat-wing, full LES drag polar is then given by 

Cdyn = Co, + Co, + KunC? (4.24) 

The cambered-wing drag polar has shape factor Kat; and has vertex at (Cz,,,Cp,_, ); 
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that is, 

Cp =Cp,, + Ka(Cr — Ctz,,)*. (4.25) 

The constants C,,, and Cp,, are determined by enforcing tangency of the two 

polars at the design lift coefficient, C,,,. They are given by 

K fui CL, =Chip (: - “e) , and 

C'n,, = Cp, + Cp, + K puuCt , — Kau(Ciy _ Cr,,)*. 

(4.26) 

An example of the two polars for the baseline configuration is shown in Fig. 4.12. 

For this figure, I used a calculated value of ktgs = 0.427 and Cr, = 0.1. Both of 

these values are higher than those typically employed; they were used to increase 

the difference between the two polars. Note the ~ 0.0005 increment in zero-lift 

drag—the simulated effect of camber drag. 
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Fig. 4.12 — Flat-Wing Full LES and Approximate Cambered 

Drag Polars for Baseline Configuration 

Using this method, the configuration’s drag polar is defined by 6 parameters: 

Ch,, the wave drag coefficient, 
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Cp, the friction drag coefficient, 

Ch. the supersonic lift-curve slope 

Cr/C? the supersonic leading-edge-thrust parameter, 

kr the attainable leading-edge thrust factor, and 

CLp the design lift coefficient. 

As was shown in Fig. 4.11, the attainable LES factor, kr is a function of Cy 

and gives the approximate cambered-wing drag polar a non-parabolic shape. For 

the purposes of this study, however, I assumed a constant value of kr for each design 

cycle in the optimization procedure. The value of kr was that determined for the 

design at the beginning of a design cycle for an approximate cruise lift coefficient 

(typically, 0.05 < Cy, < 0.1). The design lift coefficient, Cz, was selected at the 

beginning of the optimization and had a fixed value of C,, = 0.05. The remaining 

parameters—Cp,,, Cp,, Cy, and Cy/ C?—are determined from the aerodynamic 

analyses. This approach produces drag estimates that are accurate for typical cruise 

lift coefficients. 

To evaluate the the above methods, it was desirable to compare with test data 

for a known configuration. Unfortunately, the baseline configuration for this study 

has not, as of this writing, been tested in a wind tunnel and there is no data available 

for comparison. However, the baseline configuration of Ref. 24 has been tested, and 

the above methods are assessed in Figs. 4.13 through 4.18. 

For all of these polars, I used Cz, = 0.02. For each of the Mach numbers 

shown, the agreement between the calculated and measured values of the drag is 

quite good for the typical range of cruise lift coefficients, 0 < Cy < 0.1. The 

calculated drag polar underestimates the drag at the higher lift coefficients for all 

of the data shown. This is the expected tendency, since I assume a fixed value of 

the attainable LES factor, kr, calculated at a low value of Cy. At the higher lift 

coefficients, the true value of kr decreases (see Fig. 4.11) and the drag increases. 

Based on the agreement between the analytic results and the experimental data, 
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Wind Tunnel Data for Baseline Configuration of Ref. 24 (M = 
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this method of generating a drag polar for use in the range calculation appears to 

be sufficient for the low values of C', encountered in cruise. 

4.1.5 — Low-Speed Lift 

As stated previously, the low-aspect-ratio configurations required for efficient 

supersonic flight have such low values of the subsonic lift-curve slope that consid- 

erable effort in a traditional design process must be directed towards limiting the 

angle of attack at landing to prevent tail scrape. In the context and terminology of 

design optimization, the landing angle-of-attack constraint is usually active. Thus, 

the optimizer works hard to take advantage of any gain possible in this constraint 

and, therefore, the calculation of landing angle must be both robust and accurate. 

The information required to estimate landing angle is the variation of lift with 

angle of attack, C_(a). A method has been devised to define C,(q@) in a manner 

analogous to the drag polar calculation described in the previous section. That is, 

the overall behavior of C,(q@) is estimated based on the calculation of the subsonic 

lift-curve slope at Cy, = 0, Cr, (not to be confused with the supersonic lift-curve 

slope used to estimate drag due to lift). In the following discussion, I describe the 

methods used to define subsonic C, (a), and then describe an approximate method 

used to estimate the influence of ground effect. 

The low values of the lift-curve slope for these planforms would be a formidable 

obstacle in the design were it not for the ameliorating effect of vortex lift. The 

Concorde, for example, is only viable because it was designed to exploit vortex lift 

for landing.*® The separation of flow along the leading edge of highly swept wings 

and the resulting spiral vortex adds significantly to the lift predicted by potential 

flow methods alone. The most widely used method of accounting for this effect is 

the Polhamus leading-edge-suction analogy.19 Polhamus defines an expression which 

incorporates potential and vortex flow terms, 

Cr =K, sina cos?a+ K, sin? acosa, (4.27) 

where K, is the normal force slope given by potential-flow lifting-surface theory, 
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K, is a parameter accounting for vortex lift, and a is the angle of attack. I assume 

that K, is given accurately by the lift-curve slope, Cz,. 

The analysis model used to estimate Cy, is a vortex lattice method (VLM).°? 

The VLM represents the aircraft wing by a collection of horseshoe vortices of 

strength ,; on the wing’s camber surface. The velocity induced by each vortex 

element is determined from the Biot-Savart Law assuming a flat wake. The flow 

over the wing is calculated by enforcing flow tangency on selected control points 

on the wing, with the number of control points equal to the number of horseshoe 

vortices. The bound vortex is located at the panel quarter chord and the control 

point at the panel three-quarter chord. The vortex strengths are calculated from 

the following system of linear equations, 

[A]{P} = {Ve}, (4.28) 

where [A] is an aerodynamic influence matrix determined by the problem geometry, 

{[} is the vector of unknown vortex strengths, and {V.} are the required flow 

velocities at the control points. Upon solving Eq. (4.28) for {f}, the total lift on 

the wing, L, is given by the Kutta-Joukowski theorem, 

Ny 

L = poVoo > Pidy (4.29) 
i=1 

where N, is the number of vortex panels used in the problem and Ay; is the spanwise 

width of panel 7. For a more complete discussion of the VLM , see Ref. 50. In the 

work presented here, only the flow over the wing is calculated and the wing is 

assumed to be flat. 

The lift-curve slope, Cy, is calculated by a forward difference. Since the wing 

is assumed to be flat, this step requires only one flow evaluation and, given the 

linear flow assumption of the VLM, produces the exact value of C,,. Typically, the 

wing is represented by 105 panels on each half of the wing, with 15 panels in the 

spanwise direction and 7 panels in the chordwise direction. 
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For the vortex term in Eq. (4.27), a version of the Polhamus suction analogy is 

employed.* Polhamus presents the following expression for delta-wing planforms: 

OCr 1 

Ky = Cm ) cos ALE 

where Cr is the leading-edge thrust coefficient from the potential-flow solution, and 

Are is the delta wing’s leading-edge sweep angle. The situation for wings of arbi- 

trary planform is complicated by non-constant Ay; hence, this equation does not 

strictly apply. It’s simplicity, however, led to the development of an approximation 

for wings of arbitrary planform that has proven quite satisfactory. 

To approximate the cos A,r term in the equation, an area-weighted average is 

used to form an equivalent term, 

N 2 Ay? 
(cosALE)., = x ) ¢;_———t_ , (4.30) 

x1 y/Ay? + Azi gn, 

where N is the number of spanwise stations used to describe the wing in the Craidon 

geometry, c; is the wing chord at station 7, Ay; is the spanwise distance between ad- 

jacent stations, Az, z, is the difference in x-location of the leading edge at adjacent 

stations, and S,, is the wing area. 

A simple expression for OC /Oa* may be derived using results from linearized- 

potential theory. The induced drag Cp, of a wing in subsonic flow, as for supersonic 

flow, may be expressed as 

2 

where e is the span efficiency and A is the wing aspect ratio. Solving for Cry 

and recalling that the lift coefficient in linearized flow for a flat wing is given by 

CL 
= 2 _— oe Cr Q (c., cts | 

Cr =aC_z, produces, 

  

and 
OCr _ CL. 

002 — Cha meA 
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Thus, an expression for K, is given by 

CL. 1 

Ky = (Cr. - ts | (cosALE)eg | 431) 
  

which depends only on the value of Cy, estimated by the VLM code and easily 

determined planform parameters. The span efficiency, e, could be determined from 

the VLM code as well, but it was found that a constant value of e = 0.8 produces 

results consistent a more detailed analysis (see below). 

These values of K, and K, are then used in Eq. (4.27) to produce Cz(a). 

To summarize, the subsonic behavior of C,(q@), including non-linear vortex effects, 

is determined by a single VLM flow solution to produce the parameter C,,, and 

simply determined geometric quantities. 

To check the validity of the above procedure, the results predicted by this 

method were compared with those produced by Lamar’s VLM program.°! This 

program includes a detailed calculation of the leading-edge-suction analogy for vor- 

tex separation. Fig. 4.19 compares the C,(a@) behavior predicted by the above 

procedure, and that estimated by Lamar’s program for the baseline configuration. 

As can be seen, the agreement is quite favorable, particularly for the angles of attack 

of interest for the calculation of landing performance (a < 20°). 

In addition to the effects of vortex lift, the influence of ground effect can play an 

important role in the behavior of C,(q@) in the landing phase of flight. An empirical 

52 method due to Kiichemann’“accounts for ground effect by reducing the angle of 

attack necessary to produce a given C',. This angle of attack decrement, Aa, is 

given by 
1.4 

Aa = 2.0901 @ | (4.32)   

TA h 

where A is the wing’s aspect ratio, b is the span and h is the height above the 

ground. For the work presented here, h = 75 ft. Fig. 4.20 illustrates the influence 

of ground effect by comparing C',(a) calculated with and without the contribution 

of Eq. (4.32) for the baseline configuration. 
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To summarize, the aerodynamic estimation methods are driven by the require- 

ments of the mission analysis; namely, the supersonic drag polar and the subsonic 

lift curve. The methods used to derive the polar and lift curve rely principally on 

the following key aerodynamic parameters: 

Co, the wave drag coefficient, 

Cp, the friction drag coefficient, 

(CL. )sup the supersonic lift-curve slope, 

Cr/C? the supersonic leading-edge-thrust parameter, 

(CL. )sub the subsonic lift-curve slope. 

Recall that the attainable LES parameter kixgg is calculated at the beginning 

of a design cycle and held constant, and that the design lift coefficient CL, is fixed 

for the design. Finally, several geometric parameters (e.g., aspect ratio, average 

leading-edge sweep) are also required for the calculations, but the computational 

effort required to estimate these is negligible. 

4.2 — Performance Analysis Methods 

The two basic flight characteristics of interest, range and landing angle of at- 

tack, depend on the drag polar and lift curve generated by the aerodynamic analysis. 

The range and landing-angle calculations will be described separately. 

4.2.1 — Range Calculation 

The aircraft range is calculated at the cruise Mach number (M = 2.4 for this 

work) for the available mission fuel. I assume that 85% of the mission fuel is 

used in cruise, with the remaining 15% held as reserve. This figure was selected 

aS an approximate representation of the fuel consumed during the cruise leg of a 

more detailed definition of this aircraft’s flight profile. As mentioned previously, 

the assumed mission is a very simple one; the mission begins at an initial altitude 

(takeoff and climb to this altitude are ignored), followed by a linear cruise-climb to 

the final altitude. 

The initial altitude and the climb rate are specified by design variables. As 
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noted in Ch. 3, one of the formulation constraints is the maximum allowable cruise 

altitude, hmaz. The altitude A is given by 

h = {hot ht if h < Amaz 
hmar ; otherwise, 

where hA is the cruise-climb rate and t is time; for this work, hmaz = 70,000 ft. Two 

basic profiles are possible using this definition, as shown in Fig. 4.21, depending on 

the values of the initial altitude and climb rate. 

maximum altitude 
| =| 

final altitude      

  I¢ Range —| 

Fig. 4.21 — Cruise Profile Possibilities 

The range, R, is calculated using 

[ V dW 
B= fy, (D+Wi/Vv) S, 
  (4.33) 

where W is the aircraft weight, V is its velocity, and D is the drag. The terms 

Wo and W, represent the weight of the aircraft at the beginning and end of cruise, 

respectively. The Wh /V term accounts for the additional engine thrust required to 

obtain the desired cruise-climb rate. For typical values of the lift-to-drag ratio and 

cruise-climb rate (see Ch. 6), this term increases required engine thrust by 5-7%. 

Given the assumption on the mission profile, Wo is the gross weight and W, = 

Wo — 0.85Wyuer. The thrust specific fuel consumption, Sy, is the rate of weight 
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decrease (normalized by the thrust, JT) and, thus, the time ¢ (used to calculate 

altitude) is given by 

Wo dw 
t= ) TS; 

A constant value of Sy; = 1.31b/lb-s is assumed—a value taken from the baseline’s 

engine data for typical cruise conditions. 

The velocity is given by V = Ma, where a, the local speed of sound, is 

given by the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (see Ref. 33) and is a function only of the 

altitude. The drag is given by D = 1/2p,,.V7Sy,Cp, where the air density p,., is also 

defined by the U.S. Standard Atmosphere. The drag coefficient, Cp, is determined 

from Eq. (4.25) with Cr, = W/(1/2p.V7Sw). In practice, Eq.(4.33) is integrated 

numerically using about 10 intervals. 

4,2.2 — Landing Angle of Attack Calculation 

The calculation of landing angle of attack begins with the estimation of the 

landing lift coefficient, given by Eq. (3.6), at the emergency condition defined 

in §3.4. Given this value of Cz, the angle of attack a@ is determined by solv- 

ing Eq. (4.27) numerically. Newton’s method was employed, and the solution 

is typically found in about 5 iterations. The initial guess for the calculation is 

a= (-K, + kK? +4K,C, | /(2K,), the solution to the quadratic expression de- 

rived from Eq. (4.27) by expanding for small a. 

If the influence of ground effect is to be included, the angle of attack is given by 

age = a-— Aa, where a is the angle determined by the above iterative procedure 

and Aa is given by Eq. (4.32). For all the results presented here, ground effect was 

included. 
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Chapter 5 — Simple Analysis Methods 
  

  

In the previous chapter, it was shown that the range calculation depends upon 

the estimation of 4 key aerodynamic parameters: the supersonic wave drag, Cp,, 

the supersonic friction drag, Cp,, the supersonic lift-curve slope, (C,)sup and 

the leading-edge-thrust parameter, Cr/C?. Similarly, the landing angle-of-attack 

calculation depends principally upon the estimation of the subsonic lift-curve slope, 

(CL. )sub- 

The estimation of each of these paramaters is the function of the detailed anal- 

ysis methods used in this work. The approximate CPU times required to calculate 

them are shown in Table 5.1. Note that supersonic Cz, and Cr/C? are grouped 

together, since only one run of the supersonic panel code is required to estimate 

both. Note also that the time required to calculate skin friction drag, C’p,, is less 

than 1/20 of that required for the next fastest analysis. 

Table 5.1. CPU Times (Silicon Graphics 4D/340 VGX Workstation) 

for Detailed Analyses 
  

  

  

  

  

Parameter CPU Time (sec) 

Ch, 4.4] 

Co, 0.06 
(CL, ,Cr/CL*) sup 1.69 

(CL. )sub 1.23         

Although these computational times are quite reasonable, the numerical op- 

timization procedure requires many hundreds of constraint evaluations, and thus 

the computational cost rapidly increases. Furthermore, one of the research goals of 

this project has been to explore methods for coupling simple and detailed analysis 

models through the variable-complexity approach. The analysis methods used in 

this work are preliminary-design-level techniques, but in the future it would be de- 

sirable to incorporate detailed-design-level methods such as Euler or Navier-Stokes 
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analysis. For such advanced analysis tools, the CPU times required to evaluate the 

aircraft performance would increase several orders of magnitude, and the variable- 

complexity strategy would be a necessity for design optimization. For these rea- 

sons, the variable-complexity approach was investigated for the estimation of C’p,,, 

(CL, )sup, Cr/C?, and (CL,)sub- Since the calculation of Cp , iS so inexpensive 

relative to the other analyses, and since the calculation is quite straightforward 

already, there was no investigation into further approximation for C’p,. 

Recall that there are two aspects to the variable-complexity strategy employed 

in this work: the first couples simple and detailed analysis parameters using the 

methods of §3.1 to reduce the cost of the aerodynamic analyses, and the second 

utilizes a simple weight estimation method to represent the influence of structural 

considerations on the aircraft design. In this chapter, I first describe the simple 

models developed to estimate the aerodynamic performance parameters, and then 

discuss the weight estimation model. 

5.1 — Simple Wave-Drag Model 

One of the challenges faced in this research project was the development of 

a simple wave-drag model that successfully captured the interacting influence of 

the geometries of the wings, fuselage and nacelles. A model based on classical 

wave-drag theory which utilizes an approximate supersonic area-ruling technique 

has been developed. Although the absolute drag values predicted by the model are 

not especially accurate, it does predict trends for differing designs accurately. Since 

the simple model results are combined with the detailed model (i.e., the Harris 

code) results in the approximations used in the optimization, only the trend (i.e., 

derivatives) estimation accuracy is critical. 

Recall from Ch. 4 that Eqs.(4.6) and (4.7) relate the supersonic wave drag of an 

axi-symmetric body to its cross-sectional area distribution, and that the supersonic 

area rule relates an aircraft to a family of equivalent axi-symmetric bodies. The 

supersonic area rule determines the equivalent-body area distributions by passing 
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a series of inclined, parallel cutting planes through the aircraft configuration. The 

area of the equivalent body at each station is the projection onto a plane normal to 

the aircraft axis of the area intercepted by the cutting plane. 

The computational cost of evaluating the wave drag of each equivalent body is 

small compared to that required to determine the area distribution of the equivalent 

bodies. Consequently, there is no approximation to the drag evaluation method, 

but only to the supersonic area rule, which determines the equivalent areas. 

The aircraft’s wave drag is assumed to be governed principally by the cross- 

sectional area distribution of the fuselage, wing and engine nacelles, and by the 

relative location of each of these components. There are two steps to the approxi- 

mate area rule: first, a simplified representation of the aircraft geometry is gener- 

ated and, second, the intersection of the Mach cutting planes with this simplified 

representation is approximated. 

To represent the aircraft, the fuselage, wing and engine nacelles are replaced 

by a collection of representative axi-symmetric bodies. These representative bodies 

are not to be confused with the wave-drag equivalent bodies; they serve only to 

approximate the aircraft configuration’s volumetric distribution. These representa- 

tive bodies are related to the actual aircraft components by cross-sectional area or 

volumetric requirements. Many more data points are required than are stored in the 

Craidon geometry description to estimate the equivalent-body area distributions of 

the approximate area rule. Thus, to avoid repetitive interpolation, it is advanta- 

geous to define the area distribution of each representative body as a function of 

the axial location (e.g., a cubic spline). 

Each of the engine nacelles is modeled by a representative body. I calculate 

the axial area distribution (subtracting out the capture area of the inlet) of the 

nacelle and spline the data as a function of the z-location. Each body representing 

a nacelle is located in the same position as the nacelle it models. 

The fuselage is modeled by a single body of revolution. The cross-sectional 
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area of the fuselage is calculated and splined to form the representative body. As 

discussed previously, in this study the fuselage is axi-symmetric and is already 

defined analytically by the design variables. Although for this particular case, it 

is redundant to redefine the fuselage as a splined body, this approach isolates the 

approximate analysis method from the geometry definition and is, therefore, more 

generally applicable. 

The wing is not represented by a single body, but by a collection of bodies 

of specified volume. In the Craidon description of the aircraft, the wing is defined 

at a number of spanwise locations where the airfoil cross-sections are prescribed. 

One representative body is constructed for each region between these consecutive 

spanwise wing section locations. Since I attempt to model the volumetric distri- 

bution of the wing, each representative body is a Sears-Haack body,®° a minimum 

wave-drag body of revolution with given volume and length, with volume equal to 

that between consecutive wing-section locations. Each body has length given by the 

average of the length of the consecutive wing sections, and the nose of each repre- 

sentative body is positioned at the average leading-edge location of the consecutive 

wing sections. 

Thus the aircraft geometry is approximated by a collection of representative 

bodies whose cross-sectional areas are known functions of the axial station. Fig. 5.1 

illustrates an actual configuration and the collection of bodies representing it. 

Even with this simplified representation, the calculation of the area intercepted 

by the inclined Mach cutting planes would be somewhat involved. It is here that the 

second step of the approximate area rule comes into play. I assume that the normal 

projection of the intercepted area on a representative body may be approximated 

by the body’s cross-sectional area at the location where the cutting plane passes 

through its axis. Since this assumption eliminates the intercepted area calculation, 

there is a significant computational savings. The actual normal projected area for 

one such body and the approximation to it is illustrated in Fig. 6.2. 
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Fig. 5.1 — Aircraft and Collection of Representative Bodies 

Given these two steps, the generation of the wave-drag equivalent bodies nec- 

essary to evaluate the aircraft’s wave drag is straightforward. The area of the 

wave-drag equivalent body at a given z-station is determined by the sum of the 

cross-sectional areas of the bodies intercepted by the Mach cutting plane. Each of 

these cross-sectional areas is calculated for the axial station where the Mach cutting 

plane passes through the axis of the body. Since these areas are given by analytic 

functions of x, this summation is computationally inexpensive. 

One measure of the success of the approximate area rule is to compare the 

equivalent body area distributions produced by the Harris code and the simple 

model at different cutting-plane roll angles. Figs. 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 compare the area 

distributions generated from the baseline configuration with M = 2.4 at 6 = —90°, 

@ = 0°, and @ = 90°, respectively. As these figures illustrate, the approximate 

area-rule method captures the basic interrelation between aircraft components that 

forms the equivalent-body distribution. 
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Actual Normal Projected Area Inclined Mach Cutting Plane 
(non-circular) 

  

  

      

  

  

Approximate Normal Projected Area Inclined Mach Cutting Plane 
(circular) 

Fig. 5.2 — Actual and Approximate Normal-Area Projections 
of Intersection of Mach Cutting Planes with Representative Body 

A second measure of the simple model’s performance is its ability to capture 

wave-drag variation with the cutting-plane roll angle. Fig. 5.6 compares the wave 

drag, D.,/q, variation with the roll angle, 9, produced by the Harris code and 

the simple model. Again, the simple model captures much of the behavior of the 

detailed analysis. 

The most important evaluation for design purposes is the comparison of the 

models’ performance over a broad range in the aircraft design. Fig. 5.7 compares 

the wave drag estimated by the two models for a number of different designs. Using 
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Fig. 5.3 — Equivalent Body Area Distributions for @ = —90° 
Generated by Harris Code and Simple Wave-Drag Model (M = 

2.4) 

the parametric models described in Ch. 2, the configuration is defined using a vector 

of design variables, x. The wave drag data was calculated at different values of x, 

varied between the two points xp and x, in the design space (xg and x) correspond 

respectively to the initial design and one final design, WFN,,12, described in the next 

chapter) as a function of the relative design change parameter € in the expression 

X=xp+&(x,-—X9), O<SE<1. (5.1) 

Although the magnitude of the simple wave-drag estimate is quite different from 

the Harris program results, the simple model displays similar trends over a large 

range of design. Since the simple model is used in a variable-complexity approach 

(see Ch. 3), only the derivatives of the wave drag are important. 

Recall from Ch. 3 that three approximation methods are available for use during 

the optimization procedure: scaled, linear, and global-local approximations. These 

three approximation models are compared with the Harris code results in Fig. 5.8. 
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Fig. 5.4 — Equivalent Body Area Distributions for 0 = 0° Gen- 
erated by Harris Code and Simple Wave-Drag Model (M = 2.4) 

The results are again presented as a function of the design change parameter €. 

Note that the two variable-complexity approximate models (i.e., the scaled and 

global-local approximations) predict the wave drag more accurately over the design 

change than does the linear approximation. 

5.2 — Simple Drag-Due-to-Lift Model 

In Ch. 4, the methodology for estimating the drag due to lift of thin wings was 

described, and it was shown how the calculation could be reduced to the estimation 

of the parameters C_, and Cy/C?. For the simple drag-due-to-lift model, I have 

turned to the results of Ref. 53, where analytical expressions for wings with cranked 

leading edges are presented. In the following sections, I describe the closed-form 

solution available for wings of this particular planform, outline the method used to 

relate a general wing planform to this type of wing, and finally present some results 

comparing the simple model with the panel code predictions. 
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Fig. 5.5 — Equivalent Body Area Distributions for @ = 90° 

Generated by Harris Code and Simple Wave-Drag Model (M = 

2.4) 

5.2.1 — Analytic Solutions 

For wings of the planform shown in Fig. 5.9, Cohen and Friedman** develop 

analytic expressions similar to the following for C,, and Cr/C?, 

    

_ 4 Mz-m, 83 T mz-1 

Cha BS iy (om +m, E (7/2, ay) [1 + Ao (9, &)] m2 met 

  

    

1 [m2 m2ce 
— | 2 _ _ 9.2 J [RB (n/2,) - K (n/2,8) +m (5.2) 
2c9C1 me _ 2 m2 

3 (mz — m4) — B (co — €2) mn — ) , 

and 9 
Cr Tv Sj — = — | —__—___ 1—m? ; 
C2 Sy [=e 5 Ls (5.3) 

where § = ,/M2,—1, and S,, is the wing area. The parameters m, and mg are 

given by m; = @s;/c, and m2 = §(s — 81) /(co—c,). The geometric parameters 
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Fig. 5.6 — Comparison of Wave-Drag Variation in Cutting- 

Plane Roll Angle Predicted by the Harris Code and the Simple 
Wave-Drag Model 

Co, C1, C2, $1 and s are defined in Fig. 5.9. The functions K(¢,k) and E(@¢,k) are 

the elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, respectively, with k = ,/1— mi. 

The function Ao(¢, k) is also an elliptic function, given by 

2 
Ao (9, k) — rt {kK (1/2, k) E (¢, m1) ~ [K (1/2, k) -£ (x /2, k)| K (9, m,)} ’ 

where ¢ = sin™'(1/mz2). Note that the expression reported in Ref. 53 for Cr, 

is incorrect with all the 6 terms omitted except for that appearing in the 4/8S,, 

term. The correct placement of the @ terms in Eq. (5.2) has been determined by a 

careful examination of the equation for limiting values of m,, m2, c, and co where 

the solution approached those known for simpler planforms. 

Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) are exact solutions which depend on several assumptions: 

the inboard portion of the leading edge is subsonic (i.e., m, < 1), the outboard 

portion is supersonic (i.e., mz > 1), the Mach line from the apex of the wing passes 

through the trailing edge of the wing and, finally, that the trailing edge is unswept. 
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Fig. 5.9 — Cranked-Wing Planform 

Fig. 5.10 compares the Cy, and Cr/C? obtained from Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) 

and the supersonic panel code for cranked wings with co = 100, c; = 60, co = 90, 

8, = 15 and 50 < s < 70. Recall from Ch. 4 that the simple paneling scheme used 

in the numerical analysis varies discretely with changes in the wing planform. For 

this reason, and because Cy /C? is determined solely by the numerical solution in 

the vicinity of the leading edge, the numerical Cr/C? results are seen to vary in a 

nonlinear fashion. Although the basic trend is correct, the values are off by as much 

as 25%. By contrast, the C,, values are predicted within an accuracy of about 2%. 

Since Cr, is a quantity determined by integration over the entire surface of the 
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wing, it is much less sensitive to the variation in the number of panels. Fortunately, 

the parameter 1/C',, — Cr/C? is governed primarily by the value of C,, and thus 

the drag polar predictions are more accurate than the Cr/C? results might suggest. 
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Fig. 5.10 — Comparison of Analytic Solution and Panel Code 
Results for Cranked Wing; Results Shown for Varying Wing Span 

Fig. 5.11 compares Cy, and Cr/C? for wings with cp = 100, cp = 90, s, = 15, 

s = 50 and 34 < c; < 60. Again, the panel code predicts C,, more accurately 

than Cr/C?, although the errors in Cr/C? are less apparent than they were in the 

previous figure. 

5.2.2 — Equivalent Cranked Wing 

The linear potential solution for a simple cranked wing with an unswept trailing 

edge, Fig. 5.9, is given by Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3). In order to apply this solution to 

more general planforms, an equivalent cranked wing has been developed. 

Investigation of the behavior of Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) indicates that the leading 

edge of the planform dictates much of the wing’s performance. Consequently, the 

first step in defining the equivalent cranked wing is to define its leading edge. The 
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Fig. 5.11 — Comparison of Analytic Solution and Panel Code 

Results for Cranked Wing; Results Shown for Varying Crank 
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equation defining the leading edge, in the terminology of Fig. 5.9, is given by 

32 i < 

Yeq(x) = (2) . a Se (5.4) q (s—5 Jz ¥91c2~ SC) ifx2> C1. 
c2-Cl 

In the Craidon description of the aircraft geometry, the leading edge of the 

actual wing is defined by M coordinates, (Tw,;,Yw,;), where X», is the x-coordinate 

of the wing root and is defined to be zero. The sum of the squares of the error 

between the equivalent cranked wing and the actual wing is given by 

M 
2 

Ew = 3 [Yeq(Lw, ) — Yw; | . (5.5) 

t=] 

I define c2 of the equivalent cranked wing to be the z-coordinate of the actual 

wing’s leading-edge tip, co = Zy,,- For a given c), s; and s are given by 

M 

Dates Puch (5.6) 2 | wl wy, 
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and 

M M 

i=M, +1 (Lu, — C1) Yu; 5 i= My 4102 — Lw,)(Zw, — C1) 
M 1 M 

i=M,41(2wi — ¢)? iM, 41 (Lu; —¢)? 

where M, refers to the largest value of i for which xz, < c,. The value of c; is 

    & = (co _- C1) ; (5.7) 

determined to minimize the total least-squares error, E,,. This one-dimensional 

minimization problem is solved using a golden-section search algorithm. 

Finally, co is determined to give the equivalent cranked wing the area of the 

actual wing, S,. That is, 

q(—-rt 
s 

_ 1 (Sw — sice 

2 
+e, + ca] ; (5.8) 

If this expression yields a value of cp < co, I use cg = C2, and the actual wing area 

is not equal to the equivalent wing’s area. 

The performance of the approximate model is assessed in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13. 

Fig. 5.12 compares the value of C, predicted by the simple model with that pre- 

dicted by the supersonic panel code. Fig. 5.13 compares the simple and detailed 

analysis values of Cr/C?. Again, the results are presented as a function of the de- 

sign change parameter € in Eq. (5.1). As in the previous section, xp and x; represent 

two vectors of design variables, the initial and WF'Nj,12 designs. The agreement be- 

tween the detailed and simple models is quite favorable, given the broad range in 

design space between these two planforms; in the optimization process, this design 

change would be composed of many design cycles. The simple model is more ac- 

curate at € = 0 (the initial design) than at € = 1 (the WFN,,12 design), since the 

initial design planform is very close to a simple cranked-wing planform and the final 

design is less so (see Ch. 6). In addition, it should be noted that at the beginning of 

each design cycle the global-local approximation has a value equal to that predicted 

by the detailed analysis. 

Figs. 5.14 and 5.15 show approximations to C_, and Cr/C? for the three dif- 

ferent methods available in the optimization: scaled, linear and global-local approx- 

imations. Note that there are small-scale oscillations in the panel-code predictions 
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for C',, in Fig. 5.14 due primarily to the paneling discretization scheme. The vari- 

ations are much more apparent in the Cr/C? values shown in Fig. 5.15. This noise 

in the analysis makes the calculation of finite-difference derivatives for use in the 

linear and global-local approximations unreliable. To combat this problem, large 

perturbations were made in the design variables to estimate the derivatives (e.g., 

Az = 0.15 for design variables scaled to have values between 0.1 and 10) so as to 

span the scale of the noise. In theory, the truncation error associated with large 

values of variable perturbation contaminates the value of the estimated derivative, 

but because of the noise, small perturbations are impractical and thus the point is 

purely academic. 

The result of this strategy is most apparent in Fig. 5.15, where the two deriv- 

ative-based approximations are not tangent to the detailed analysis results at € = 0. 

In spite of these difficulties, the approximations show reasonable agreement with 

the detailed analysis results for small values of €. Since, in an optimization process, 

the design change represented by € = 0 to € = 1 would actually take place in a 

number of design cycles, the accuracy of the approximations is of interest primarily 

in the region of £ = 0. 

5.3 — Landing Angle of Attack, Three Models 

Recall from Ch. 4 that the estimation of landing angle of attack is governed 

principally by the subsonic lift-curve slope, C,,. (Note that I use the same notation 

as for the supersonic lift-curve slope; although they refer to the same quantity, the 

magnitude and the methods used in the analysis for the two flight regimes are quite 

different.) Three simple models for estimating Cz, are presented: the equivalent- 

arrow-wing model, a method based on the technique of Nicolai, and a third model 

derived from the method of Diederich. Each of these models is discussed separately. 

In addition, some preliminary optimization results are presented that illustrate the 

hazard of using only a simple analysis model for the estimation of the landing angle 

of attack. 
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5.3.1 — Equivalent-Arrow-Wing Model 

This model is based upon the work of Ref. 54, in which Ericsson and Reding 

present a C',, expression for slender wings with swept trailing edges in subsonic 

flow. In the terminology used here, their relation may be written as 

_ 3.4 | A(1 —tan@zetanAre) 3/2 

~ Ong 4 , 

where A is the aspect ratio, Arg and Arg are the leading and trailing-edge sweep 

CL (5.9)   

Qa 

angles of the equivalent arrow wing and @;g = 7/2—Azypr. These angles are defined 

by span-weighted averages of the actual wing’s leading and trailing edges, 

_ 1 —I ALE, 
ALE = 3 2, Avi tan ( By: } and 

1 _, { Arre, 
ATE = 5 2 Ayitan ( Ay: ) ; 

where Az; and Ay; are the differences in z and y of adjacent wing definition points 

  

(5.10) 

used in the Craidon geometry, and s is the wing semi-span. Dr. Eric Unger devel- 

oped this strategy for defining the equivalent arrow wing. 

Fig. 5.16 compares the values of C,,, predicted by the VLM code and the simple 

model for the same design change as was used in the previous sections. Note that 

the general trend of the simple model matches that indicated by the VLM analysis, 

even though the magnitude differ by 8-10%. 

Fig. 5.17 compares the C,, predictions over the same design change from the 

three approximation methods available during the optimization. The agreement is 

quite favorable, especially in the important region near € = 0. Note in particular 

that, for € less than about 0.2, the derivative-based approximations (i.e., linear and 

global-local) are more accurate than the scaled approximation. 

5.3.2 — Nicolai Model 

A second simple model is found in Ref. 55. Nicolai presents the following 

expression for the lift-curve slope 

nA 
CL. = , 

V4 + A?(1 + tan? A3e/4) 

(5.11)   
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Methods (using Equivalent-Arrow-Wing Model for Simple Anal- 

ysis), from Initial Design to WFNmi2 Design 

Again, A is the aspect ratio. Here I must provide an estimate for tan? As, /4 (Aze/4 
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refers to the sweep of the wing’s three-quarter chord) from the actual configuration. 

I chose an area-weighted average given by 

2 AZ3e/4, 2 
2 _— 5 . _f aoc 

where c; is the chord of the wing at the given wing definition location and S,, is the 

wing area. 

Figs. 5.18 and 5.19 compare the results predicted by Eq.(5.11) and the three 

approximate models, respectively, with those from the VLM code. In Fig. 5.19, note 

that the derivative-based approximations are much more accurate than the scaled 

approximation for small values of €. 
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Fig. 5.18 — Subsonic C,, Predicted by Nicolai Model, from 
Initial Design to WFNypi2 Design 

5.3.3 — Diederich Model 

A third model is given by Diederich.*® It provides yet another method of esti- 

mating Cr., given by 

27A cos Ag/4 (5.13) 
Cr. = 

he / A? + 2A cos Agj4 + 4c0s* Agia 
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Design to WFN,n12 Design 

where A,/4 refers to the sweep of the wing’s quarter-chord line. Here, cos A,/4 must 

be estimated, and again an area-weighted average is used, 

Ay? 2 
(cosA. jeg = Do OQ , 

(red 5 \/ Ay? + Az? 4, 

where 2,/4 refers to the x-location of the quarter chord. 

(5.14) 

Figs. 5.20 and 5.21 compare the results predicted by Eq. (5.13) and the three 

approximate models, respectively, with those from the VLM code. As shown in 

Fig. 5.20, the derivative-based methods are again more accurate than the scaled 

approximation for small values of €. 

5.3.4 — Optimization using Simple Landing Models 

With regard to simple models, design optimization differs from the traditional 

design process in at least one important aspect: numerical optimizers are ignorant 

of the limitations inherent in a given analysis method. Conceptual-level analysis 

methods work well in the traditional process because the predicted performance 
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results are balanced against the design engineer’s experience to determine what is 
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possible and reasonable. In numerical optimization, however, the optimizer only 

sees the effects of the analysis that it has in hand. Optimizers are designed to work 

very hard to take advantage of any gains to be had in the available analysis. Unfor- 

tunately, an optimizer, unlike a human designer, is unable to distinguish between 

real performance gains and apparent gains existing simply because the analysis 

method has been pushed beyond its limits of applicability. 

An illustration comes from some experience with the landing angle of attack 

constraint. Initially, only the equivalent arrow-wing model was used to estimate the 

landing performance. The planform that resulted from a design optimization (wing 

alone) using the equivalent arrow-wing model for landing angle of attack is shown 

in Fig. 5.22. The first indication of a problem came when the results obtained from 

the approximate model were compared with those predicted by Lamar’s program; 

see Fig. 5.23. Obviously, the simple model was breaking down for this highly swept 

planform. Stated another way, the optimizer had successfully exploited a weakness 

in the conceptual-level model and produced a wing well away from the design space 

used to develop the simple model. Note in particular that the approximate model 

was unsuccessful in estimating the basic linear theory portion of the lift-curve slope 

for small angles of attack; this is significant because C,, dominates the calculation 

of the landing angle. 

Thinking that the problem lay only in the choice of an appropriate model, 

Nicolai’s method was implemented. The design resulting from 10 cycles of an opti- 

mization (it was stopped at this point) is shown in Fig. 5.24. Again, the results of 

this model were compared with Lamar’s vortex lattice method (see Fig. 5.25) and 

again it was concluded that the optimizer had found a weakness in the approximate 

model. 

Finally, an optimization was attempted using the Diederich model. The design 

resulting from this optimization is shown in Fig. 5.26, and an evaluation of the 

approximate model’s accuracy in Fig. 5.27. 
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Fig. 5.24 — Wing Planform Obtained using Nicolai Landing 
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Fig. 5.26 — Wing Planform Obtained using Diederich Landing 

Model 
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The performance of the approximate models in these three cases forced the 

implementation of the more sophisticated vortex lattice method described in Ch. 4 

to estimate C,,. It is important to remember that the only difference between the 

three very different planforms obtained from the optimizations was in the model 

used to predict landing angle of attack. In all three cases the optimizer successfully 

exploited weaknesses in the models to achieve reductions in the objective function. 

The implementation of variable-complexity modeling used for the calculation 

of landing angle of attack solved the problem. Using the VLM in conjunction with 

one of the simple models in the global-local approximation to estimate landing 

performance produced reasonable wing planforms with reliable estimates for the 

angle of attack. Fig. 5.28 compares C',(a) for one of the optimized designs (the 

WFNmiz2 case, see Ch. 6) predicted by the detailed landing-angle-of-attack model 

with the results from Lamar’s VLM program. The agreement is quite favorable. 

The variable-complexity approach was sufficiently robust to prevent the optimizer 

from taking advantage of perceived but not actual performance gains. 

5.4 — Weight Estimation 

There are two aspects to the variable-complexity strategy employed in this 

research effort. The first is the coupling of simple and more detailed analysis models 

to reduce the computational cost of the optimization. The second is the use of a 

simple model to represent the influence of an entire discipline upon the design. For 

this work, statistical weight equations are employed to model the effects of structural 

considerations. Most notably, the wing weight equation is directly affected by such 

geometric parameters as thickness-to-chord ratio and sweep angle. 

The weight equations described here were developed by L. A. McCullers of 

ViGYAN Research Associates in Hampton, Virginia. They are implemented in his 

conceptual-sizing code, FLOPS,°’ but have not been published as of this writing. 

For this reason, the civil-transport weight relations used in this work will be de- 

scribed. These equations were developed as empirical models, with the constants 
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by Detailed Analysis Compared to Lamar VLM 

determined to fit data for known aircraft. 

The equations are presented as a function of a number of geometric and flight 

parameters. To avoid needless repetition, these parameters are listed in Table 5.2. 

If the value of a given parameter is fixed for the analysis, its value is indicated in 

the table; otherwise, its value is calculated from the Craidon geometry description 

and is denoted in the table as “calc”. 

The zero-fuel weight of the aircraft is composed of the individual weights of the 

following five groups: the structures, propulsion, systems and equipment, operating- 

items, and payload groups. The gross weight is the sum of these, plus the mission 

fuel; thus, 

Woross = Wetr + Worop + Ways + Wop + Wroayld + W fuel . (5.15) 

Each of the group weights is, in turn, composed of a number of component weights. 

Each of the groups will be discussed separately. 
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Table 5.2. Weight Equation Parameters 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Parameter Description Value 

b Wing span (ft) calc 

dfus Maximum fuselage depth (ft) calc 

dnac Maximum nacelle diameter (ft) calc 

feargo Cargo aircraft factor 0 

Sidg Fraction of fuel remaining at landing 0.1 

Fsweep Variable-sweep wing factor 0 

Fut Ultimate load factor (g’s) 3.75 

Lfus Length of fuselage (ft) calc 

Linig Length of main landing gear (in) 180 

Lnac Length of nacelle (ft) calc 

Enig Length of nose landing gear (in) 168 

Lone Length of passenger compartment (ft) 206 

M Cruise Mach number 2.4 

Neen Number of engines on centerline 0 

Nef Number of engines on fuselage 0 

Neng Number of engines 4 

N fter Number of flight crew 2 

Nfus Number of fuselages 1 

Noaicr Number of galley crew 1 

Noass Number of passengers Nos + Not 

Nof Number of first-class passengers 0 

Not Number of tourist-class passengers 251 

Netew Number of stewardesses 6 

Netank Number of fuel tanks 17 

Not Number of vertical tails 1 

Phyd Hydraulic system pressure (ps7) 5,000 

R Aircraft range ( n. mi. ) 5,500 

Seng Engine scaling parameter 1.081 

Stiap | Area of wing used for flaps and controls (f£?) | 0.1312S,, 

Sht Area of horizontal tail (ft?) 0 

Sut Area of vertical tail (ft?) calc 

Sw Wing area (ft?) calc     
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Table 5.2 (cont’d). Weight Equation Parameters (cont’d) 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Parameter Description Value 

t Wing thickness (ft) calc 

T Engine thrust (Ibs) 39,000 

Tref Reference engine thrust (lbs) | 65,482 

Weargo Weight of cargo (lbs) 2,045 

W fus Maximum fuselage width (ft) | calc 

Wrefeng | Weight of reference engine (lbs) | 17,424 

A Average wing sweep cale 

Nat Horizontal-tail taper ratio 0 

Ala Load-path sweep angle calc 

Nut Vertical-tail taper ratio calc         
  

5.4.1 — Structures Group Weight (W.,,,) 

The structures group is composed of the individual weights of the wing, hori- 

zontal tail, vertical tail, fuselage, landing gear, and nacelles. Thus, 

  

W str = Wing + Wat + Wat + W fuse + Wig + Whac : (5.16) 

The wing weight is given by 

WwW, ross, W, in Wwi W, in Wooing = —Sresse wing F wings F wings (5.17) 
1+ Wing, 

The terms contributing to the above relation are given by the following expressions, 

Bee W, od K. =1- end, 
( Bi ) (es) 

  

0.96 
Wwing, =K furb(l — 0.4 feomp) (1 — 0.1 faert) E + Fsweep (— ~ 1) ’ 

Wings =0.68(1 — 0.17 feomp) SyiapWorose > 

Wwings =0.035(1 — 0.3 fcompSu;, and 

K =(8.8 x 10-®) (1+ V6.25/6) B,. 

The term B;, accounts for the material in the wing structure required to support 
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the distributed bending loads, 

. x 
P [1+ (faert/2) sin? Aave + 0.03Ka(1 — faert/2) sin Aavg| 

| °/? dy | ¥ p(yide(yi)(y — y) dyn 
0 t(y) cos Ara(y) Joy2 cos Aja(y1) 

  B= 

  

where 

K= A-5, ifA>5 
°~ 10, otherwise, 

where A is the aspect ratio. The function p(y) represents a chord-normalized loading 

(I assume an elliptic distribution). The bending material term is normalized by the 

total load, thus 
b/2 

P= / p(y)e(y) dy. 

Since the load is normalized, the load factor does not enter this expression, but is 

only seen in the equation for Wing, - 

Similarly, B;. accounts for the inertial-relief provided by engines located on the 

wings, 

  B= ft. [Sian =v) 
© Jo -t(y) cosAya(y) Joyo cos Ara(y) 

where 6(ne,) represents the point loads at the different engine locations across the 

wing span. The magnitude of the loads at these points (accounted for in the K, 

expression) is somewhat greater than the engine weights alone since some of the 

weight of the nacelles, engine controls, etc. are included; this collection is referred 

to as an engine pod and has weight given by 

1 
Wood = N 

eng 
(Weng + Wear + W start + 0.25W.. + 0.11Wint+ 

Whac 
wl ec , . s ——__—_—_—_——_—.. 0.13 Wetec + 0.13Whya + 0.25We,) + Neng + Neca]? 

The components of this equation are defined subsequently. Finally, the average 

load-path sweep angle, Ajg,,, is given by 

h pel? 

Aaug = 2 / y Ara(y) dy . 
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The load-path is assumed to follow the three-quarter-chord-line of the wing. 

The composite-material and aeroelastic-tailoring factors, feomp and faert, Serve 

to model the influence of material choice and structural design on the wing weight; 

they are assigned values between 0 and 1 to represent the fraction of composites 

and aeroelastic tailoring used in the wing. In the next chapter, these factors are set 

to different values for different design problems. 

The remaining component weights are considerably less involved to estimate. 

They are given by 

  

Wrz =0-53SneWo555(Ane + 0.5), (5.18) 

Woe =0.32Woys 5 (Aut + 0.5) Ni Soe? , (5.19) 
w 4 d 1.28 

W hus =1.35 [Lj (Hest ens | (1+ 0.05.Ner)- 

(1 + 0.38 feargo) Nfus ’ (5.20) 

Wig =0.048Wrie Lar, + 0.0117Wie° Leas, and (5.21) 

Neen 

Wrac =0.25 (Men + 3 } dnaclnacl® , (5.22) 

where the approximate landing weight, Wiag, is given by 

Wiag = W oross _ (i _ fidg)Wfuet . 

5.4.2 — Propulsion Group Weight (Worop) 

The propulsion group weight is composed of the individual weights of the en- 

gines, thrust reversers, starters, engine controls and the fuel system. Thus, 

Worop = Weng + Wehr + Wotart + Wee + Wys - (5.23) 

The individual component weights are given by 

  

T Seng 

Weng =NengW ref eng (=) ) (5.24) 
Tre f 

Neen Wine =0.034T (Weng +3 | (5.25) 
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Wstart =11NengM°**d),° (5.26) nac } 

Wee =0.26Nengl”, and (5.27) 

Ws =1.07W pi MO NOS (5.28) 

5.4.3 — Systems-and-Equipment-Group Weight (W,,,) 

The systems-and-equipment-group weight is composed of the individual weights 

of the surface controls, auxiliary power unit, instruments, hydraulics, electrical 

system, avionics, furnishings and cabin equipment, air conditioning, and anti-icing 

equipment. Thus, 

Ways = Wse + Wapu + Win + Whyd + Weiec + Wav + Weurn + Wac + Wai : (5.29) 

The individual component weights are given by 

Wee =1.1M°? Sti8 Wovess (5.30) 

Wapu =54(NyusLfusWfus) > + 5.4Ne3, , (5.31) 

Win =0.48(NpusLpusWsus)?” M°?(10 + 2.5N pier + New + 1.5Nef) , (5.32) 

Whyd =0.57(NeusL fusW fus + 0.27S,,)(1 + 0.03 New + 0.05. 5): 

  

3000 0.35 

( ) (1+0.04feweep)M°?% , (5.33) 
Phyd 

Wetec =92L4-4,whiis Nee Neon, (1 + 0.044.N pcr + 0.0015 Npass) ; (5.34) 

Wavy =15.8R°" N¥ig-(NfusL fusWfus) >, (5.35) 

W turn =127N¢ter + 112Npf + 44Not + 2.6 Lc (W fus + dtus) Neus ; (5.36) 

Wac = [3.2(NfusL fusWfusdfus)° + 9Nposs| M+0.075Way, and (5.37) 
b 

Wai Tos A + 3.8dnacNeng + 1.dwWyus . (5.38) 

5.4.4 — Operating-Items Group Weight (W.,) 

The operating-items group weight is composed of the crew and their baggage, 

the unusable fuel, the engine oil, the passenger service, and the cargo/baggage 
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containers. Thus, 

Wop = Werew + Wut + Wo + Wsery + Weon - (5.38) 

The individual component weights are given by 

Werew =225N fier + 155N stew + 200Ngater ; (5.39) 

Wap =11.5NengI?? + 0.07Sy + 1.6Ntank Wpi25 , (5.40) 

Woit =0.082Nengl?® , (5.41) 
R 0.225 

Werv =(5.164Np + 2.529.Npt) (=) ; and (5.42) 

Weon =175 | Pees eas + 0.9 , (5.43) 

where the quantity in the braces represents the number of containers and is rounded 

down to the nearest integer. 

5.4.5 — Payload Group Weight (Wpayia) 

The payload group weight is composed of the weights of passengers, passenger 

baggage and cargo; thus, 

Woayld = Wass + Woagg + W cargo . (5.44) 

The individual weights are given by 

Woass =165.Npass ) (5.45) 

35Npass, if R< 900 n. mi. 

Weagg = & 40Npass, if 900 < R < 2900 n. mi. (5.46) 
44Noass, if R > 2900 n. mi. 

and the cargo weight, Wcargo, is input directly (see Table 5.2 for value). 

Since Woross depends on each of the above component weights, and since a 

number of those components in turn depend on Wo,oss, the computation is implicit 

and is performed numerically. A fixed-point iteration scheme was employed, with 
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an initial value of Woross, = 500, 000 lbs. The calculation typically converges in just 

5 or 6 iterations. 

Table 5.3 lists the CPU times required for each of the simple analysis methods 

described in this chapter. Those analyses shown in the table having CPU-times of 

less than 0.001 sec are denoted < 0.001. It can be seen that the execution time 

for the simple models is much less than for the corresponding detailed-model times 

listed at the beginning of the chapter. 

Table 5.3. CPU Times (Silicon Graphics 4D/340 VGX Workstation) 

for Simple Analyses 
  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Analysis CPU Time (sec) 

Wave Drag 0.302 

Drag Due to Lift 0.003 

Eq. Arrow Wing Ldg. Model < 0.001 

Nicolai Ldg. Model < 0.001 

Diederich Ldg. Model < 0.001 

Weight Estimation 0.102 
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Chapter 6 — Optimization Results 
  

  

Several optimization case studies are presented in this chapter that illustrate 

the capability of the methods and strategies employed. The cases are divided into 

two groups: aircraft designs with metallic-structure wings and those with composite- 

structure, aeroelastically-tailored wings. Recall from Ch. 5 that the structural ma- 

terial in the wings is modeled with empirical factors in the wing weight equation. 

In spite of the model’s simplicity, the effect these factors have upon the resulting 

configurations illustrate the interdisciplinary nature of HSCT design considerations. 

In the metallic-wing group, three problems are considered: a wing-alone opti- 

mization case, a wing-fuselage-nacelle case, and a second wing-fuselage-nacelle case 

with a more stringent requirement on landing angle of attack. The wing-alone case 

illustrates the first level of design-optimization capability (the wing design problem 

was the first investigated in this research program?**4). The wing-fuselage-nacelle 

cases demonstrate the advantages accrued by simultaneously designing the entire 

configuration. Finally, the additional wing-fuselage-nacelle case illustrates the sig- 

nificant impact that off-design considerations (here, the maximum landing angle 

of attack) can have on configuration design. For the composite-wing group, three 

cases are presented: two wing-alone, and a wing-fuselage-nacell case; all three with 

the nominal (12°) landing-angle requirement. 

I refer to the wing-alone and wing-fuselage-nacelle designs as W and WFN 

designs, respectively. To indicate metallic or composite-wing cases, I use the sub- 

scripts m or c. Finally, the landing angle-of-attack limitation is given as a subscript 

indicating the value of the constraint in degrees. The nominal value of the con- 

straint was 12°, and for the more stringent metallic-wing case was 11°. Thus, the 6 

cases considered are denoted Wmi2, WF'Nmiz, WFNmi1, We12, We12, and WFNe12. 

At the end of the chapter, the starting and ending design variables for each of the 

designs are listed. 
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The global-local method was used to approximate the wave drag, drag due to 

lift and subsonic lift-curve slope for all the results presented. Somewhat arbitrarily, 

the Diederich model was used as the simple model for subsonic lift-curve slope 

estimation. 

As will be seen, all the gross weight convergence histories display significant 

oscillation in the convergence. These oscillations are due to errors in the drag 

approximation used in each design cycle for the range calculation. These errors 

may, in turn, be attributed largely to difficulties in estimating the derivatives of the 

supersonic drag-due-to-lift parameters because of the panel code’s noisy behavior 

for small design changes. Recall that at the beginning of a design cycle, the global- 

local approximation produces a drag estimate that is equal to that predicted by the 

detailed analyses. Throughout the design cycle, the range is estimated using only 

the drag approximation and, thus, a range of 5,500 n. mi. is always predicted at 

the end of a given cycle by the approximate analysis. If, at the beginning of the 

next cycle (when the drag on the design is predicted by the detailed analyses), the 

range is different from this value, the optimizer immediately compensates for this 

error. The most direct means is the addition or deduction of mission fuel, thereby 

increasing or decreasing both range and gross weight. 

A related issue is the selection of design-variable move limits. Recall that the 

maximum change allowed in a design variable during a design cycle is prescribed at 

the beginning of the cycle. Move limits prevent excessive performance estimation 

errors resulting from the approximate optimization strategy employed in each cycle. 

Of the two key performance parameters—range and landing angle of attack—the 

approximate landing-angle calculation was usually well-behaved and the range was 

not. That is, it was the range error that dictated the size of the move limits. 

Typically, at the beginning of an optimization, I would use relatively large move 

limits (7%) for a few cycles, provided the range error at the start of the next cycle 

did not exceed approximately 200 n. mi. (3.6% of the constraint value). As the 
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design progressed, I would reduce the move limits to keep the range error to less 

than 100 n. mi. until, as the design neared convergence, I would further reduce 

the limits to ensure that the range requirement was satisfied nearly exactly. 

The measure of convergence was the objective function, the gross weight. Once 

the gross weight reached a relatively constant value, provided the performance con- 

straints were satisfied, the design was presumed to have converged. Computa- 

tionally, the wing-alone cases required about 6 CPU-minutes per cycle on a Silicon 

Graphics 4D /340 VGX workstation. The wing-fuselage-nacelle cases required about 

12 CPU-minutes per cycle on the same machine. 

6.1 — Metallic-Wing-Structure Optimization Cases 

In Ch. 5, I presented the equations used to estimate the aircraft’s component 

weights. In Eq. (5.17), the wing weight is presented as a function of, among other 

things, the composite-material factor, feomp, and the aeroelastic-tailoring factor, 

faert. To represent a metallic-structure wing, both of these factors are set to feomp = 

faert = 0. In the following discussion, I will briefly describe the 3 metallic-wing cases 

separately, and then make some general comments on comparisons between them. 

Table 6.1. Move Limits Used for W,,12 Case 
  

  

  

  

Design Cycle} Design Variable Move Limits 

1-20 7% 

21-40 3% 

41-56 2%         
6.1.1 — Wing-Alone Case (W312) 

For this design, the fuselage and spanwise nacelle locations were not varied. As 

was shown in Ch. 2 (see Table 2.1), 16 design variables are employed to define the 

problem. The constraints used are described in Ch. 3; the nominal values of the 

constraints were utilized. The initial design for the W,,12 case was the parametric 

model corresponding to the baseline configuration. This case converged in 56 design 
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Fig. 6.1 — Metallic-Wing Wing-Alone Design (Wyni2) 

cycles and is shown in Fig. 6.1. The move limits used for the different cycles are 

shown in Table 6.1. 

Convergence histories of the gross weight, the range and the landing angle of 

attack are shown in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. The oscillations in the results 

are quite noticable. Note that the oscillations in the gross weight and range are 

synchronized; when the range goes down, so does the gross weight. The degree of 

oscillation closely follows the size of the move limits; that is, reduction of the size 

of the move limits clearly reduces the magnitude of the oscillations. 

6.1.2 — Wing-Fuselage-Nacelle Case (WFN,n12) 

For this design, the full set of 26 design variables defining the wing, fuselage 

and nacelle locations was employed (see Ch. 2). The constraint values used in the 

design were again the nominal values outlined in Ch. 3. For reasons explained later, 

the initial design for the WF'N,,12 case combined the W,,12 wing design variables 

with the fuselage and nacelle variables from the baseline configuration. Given this 
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Fig. 6.2 — Gross Weight Convergence History for Wmi2 Case 
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good starting point, this case converged in 34 cycles and is shown in Fig. 6.4. The 

move limits are summarized in Table 6.2. 
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Fig. 6.4 — Metallic-Wing Wing-Fuselage-Nacelle Design (WFN,n12) 

Table 6.2. Move Limits Used for WFN,,12 Case 
  

  

  

  

  

Design Cycle | Design Variable Move Limits 

1-10 7% 

11-20 5% 

21-30 3% 

31-34 2%       
  

Convergence histories of the gross weight, the range, and the landing angle of 

attack are shown in Figs. 6.5 and 6.6. The oscillations are again apparent, but are 

significantly less severe than for the Wy,12 case. This may be due partly to starting 

from a converged wing design, thus allowing the optimizer to make minimal] changes 

to the wing planform (thereby eliminating much of the noise associated with the 
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supersonic panel code) while modifying the wing thickness, fuselage, and the nacelle 

locations. 
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Fig. 6.5 — Gross Weight Convergence History for WFN,,12 Case 

6.1.3 — Wing-Fuselage-Nacelle Case for Reduced Landing Angle (WFNyn11) 

For this design, I again used the full set of 26 design variables. All the con- 

straints were set to the nominal values described in Ch. 3, except for the landing- 

angle-of-attack limitation which was reduced from 12° to 11°. Although this rep- 

resents only an 8.3% reduction in the constraint, it will be seen that this modest 

change affects the final design significantly. 

The initial design for this case was the converged WFNyni2 solution. Starting 

from this point, the WFN,,11 case converged in only 10 cycles, and is shown in 

Fig. 6.7. The move limits are shown in Table 6.3. 

The gross weight, range and landing angle-of-attack convergence histories are 

shown in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9. As with the WFN,,12 case, a good initial design appears 

to have had a beneficial effect on the degree of convergence oscillations. For this 
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Fig. 6.6 — Range and Landing-Angle-of-Attack Convergence 

Histories for WFNyni2 Case 

case, the convergence is quite smooth relative to the previous two. Note that a 

weight penalty was incurred by the more stringent landing-angle requirement. 

Table 6.4 presents several details of the three metallic-wing designs. The “ini- 

tial” design in the table refers to the parametric model corresponding to the baseline 

configuration. The basic strategy used to reduce the gross weight was a reduction 

in mission fuel through an increase in aerodynamic efficiency. 

The W,ni2g design shows a 3.3% improvement in gross weight compared to the 

initial design. This weight reduction was achieved through improved aerodynamic 

efficiency (16.5% increase in (L/D) maz) resulting in reduced fuel weight, but at the 

expense of a 22.8% increase in wing weight. Note that the initial design violated 

the 12° landing-angle requirement; early in the optimization, a weight penalty was 

incurred to satisfy this constraint. 

The first attempt at a metal-wing wing-fuselage-nacelle design used the para- 

metric model of the baseline configuration as the initial design. The final, optimized 
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Fig. 6.7 — Metallic-Wing Wing-Fuselage-Nacelle Design for Re- 

duced Landing Angle-of-Attack Requirement (WFN,n11) 

Table 6.3. Move Limits Used for WFN,,1; Case 
  

Design Cycle} Design Variable Move Limits 

1-5 5% 

6-10 2% 

  

  

        
configuration had a gross weight of 546,607 lbs, an insignificant 0.06% improvement 

over the Wyn12 case. This result was both surprising and disconcerting, since I ex- 

pected that the 10 additional design variables used to configure the fuselage and 

nacelles would allow the optimizer greater flexibility and thus yield a significantly 

improved design. 

Another case was considered starting with the converged Wini2 wing design 

variables in conjunction with the fuselage and nacelle variables from the model 

describing the baseline. This is the WFN,,12 design case. It achieved an 8.8% 

reduction in gross weight compared to the initial design, and a 5.9% improvement 
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Fig. 6.8 — Gross Weight Convergence History for WFN,,1; Case 
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over the Wyn12 design. Again, the weight savings was accomplished largely through 
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Table 6.4. Initial and Final Design Features 

(Metallic-Wing-Structure Cases) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Initial | Wnie | WFNmi2| WEN 

Gross Wt. (lbs) |565,760|546,955| 514,958 | 538,494 
Fuel Wt. (lbs) | 290,905 | 254,590 | 236,514 | 248,387 

Fuel / Gross 51.4% | 46.6% | 45.9% | 46.1% 

Wing Wt. (lbs) | 70,515 | 86,611 | 77,352 | 85,969 

Fus. Wt. (dbs) | 40,148 | 40,148 | 37,746 | 39,095 

Wing Area (ft?) | 9,100 | 11,460 | 10,523 | 11,356 

Wing Load (psf)| 62.17 | 47.73 | 48.94 47.42 

Aspect Ratio 2.36 2.25 2.59 2.62 

Root t/c (%) 2.96 2.14 2.51 2.57 

Break t/c (%) 2.36 1.73 2.06 2.04 

Tip t/c (%) 2.15 | 1.51 1.54 1.56 
LE Sweep 74.0° | 75.3° 74.0° 74.8° 

45.0° | 51.8° 51.4° 44.0° 

TE Sweep 0.0° 12.2° 29.1° 15.8° 

8.4° 25.3° 29.9° 14.7° 

Range ( n. mi.) | 5,900 | 5,498 5,497 5,003 

Landing Angle | 13.8° | 11.97° | 11.97° 10.97° 

(L/D) maz 9.53 | 11.10 | 11.32 11.28           
  

improvements in aerodynamic efficiency: an 18.8% increase in (L/D)maz relative to 

the initial design and a 2.0% increase compared to the Wyni2 case. Note, however, 

that the wing weight in the WFN,,;2 design was only 9.7% heavier than the initial 

design’s. Thus, the increase in aerodynamic efficiency came with less than half 

of the wing-weight penalty found in the W,,12 design. This result highlights the 

beneficial impact that simultaneous optimization of the wing, fuselage, and nacelles 

has on the design. 

Starting from the W.,12 wing design also improved the time required for opti- 

mization. While the design initiated from the baseline configuration converged in 

45 cycles, the WFN,12 Case required only 34. 
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The WFNmii design, although 4.8% lighter than the initial design, incurred 

a 4.6% weight penalty relative to the WFNyni2 design in order to meet the more 

demanding landing angle-of-attack constraint. The wing area increased 7.9% and 

the wing weight increased 11.1% relative to the WFNyni2 case. In spite of these 

penalties, the WFN,,1; design was still 1.5% lighter than the W,,12 design, which 

again indicates that simultaneous design of the entire configuration is advantageous 

compared to single-component optimization. To put the weight penalties associated 

with the 11° landing-angle requirement into an economic perspective, the 23,536 

lb weight penalty incurred with the 1° change is equivalent to the weight of 112 

passengers and their baggage—nearly half the capacity of the aircraft. Thus, off- 

design requirements have a very significant impact on configuration design. 

6.1.4 — Investigation for Local Minimum 

The fact that the WFN,,12 case was markedly superior to the wing-fuselage- 

nacelle design derived directly from the initial configuration suggests that the latter 

was a local minimum. One means to investigate this possibility was to evaluate the 

performance of a series of designs, defined as a function of € in Eq. (5.1), between 

the first result (xo) and the WFNjyn12 design (x;). Fig. 6.10 shows the gross weight 

variation and Fig. 6.11 shows the range of the designs between these two design 

points. Recall that the range constraint is 5,500 n. mi. , and note that the range 

performance deteriorates between the two designs before it regains its required 

level. Thus, there may be a constraint boundary between these two designs. This 

evidence supports the conclusion that the first wing-fuselage-nacelle design was a 

local minimum. 

Had a second optimization not been started from the Wmi2 wing design, the 

superior WFN,,12 might not have been discovered. Thus, it appears that for a design 

space characterized with a wavy behavior of a major constraint (see Fig. 6.11), it 

is important to try more than one optimization starting point. 
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6.2 — Composite-Wing-Structure Optimization Cases 

To investigate the influence of wing-structure technology on the configuration 

design, two designs were developed assuming composite, aeroelastically-tailored 

wings. To represent this choice of wing structure, I used fcomp = faert = 1.0 

in Eq. (5.17). The three cases presented are two wing-alone and one wing-fuselage- 

nacelle optimizations, each with the nominal 12° landing angle-of-attack require- 

ment. 
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Fig. 6.12 — Composite-Wing Wing-Alone Design (W, 2) 

Table 6.5. Move Limits Used for W.12 Case 
  

  

  

  

  

Design Cycle| Design Variable Move Limits 

1-5 7% 

6-15 5% 

16-40 3% 

41-45 2%         
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6.2.1 — Wing-Alone Case (W.12) 

For this case, the 16 wing-design variables and the nominal constraint values 

listed in Ch. 3 were used. The initial design for the W,12 case was the parametric 

model corresponding to the baseline configuration. This case converged in 45 design 

cycles and is shown in Fig. 6.12. The move limits used for the different cycles are 

shown in Table 6.5. Convergence histories of the gross weight, the range and the 

landing angle of attack are shown in Figs. 6.13 and 6.14, respectively. 
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Fig. 6.13 — Gross Weight Convergence History for W.12 Case 

Table 6.6. Move Limits Used for W.12, Case 

  

  

  

  

  

Design Cycle} Design Variable Move Limits 

1-2 5% 

3-6 3% 

7-10 2% 

11-16 1%         
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Fig. 6.14 — Range and Landing-Angle-of-Attack Convergence 

History for W.i2 Case 

6.2.2 — Second Wing-Alone Case (Wg2,) 

The experience with the metallic-wing WF'N cases, coupled with the fact that 

the aerodynamic performance of the W.12 case was lower than the Win12 case (see 

Tables 6.4 and 6.8), indicated that a second composite-wing wing-alone case should 

be investigated. This second case, W.12,, was started with the converged Wie 

design variables and converged in 16 cycles; the design is shown in Fig. 6.15. The 

move limits employed for this case are shown in Table 6.6. Figs. 6.16 and 6.17 show 

the gross weight, range and landing-angle convergences. 

6.2.3 — Wing-Fuselage-Nacelle Case (WFN,12) 

For this case, the full set of 26 design variables was used. Again, the nominal 

constraint values listed in Ch. 3 were employed. The experience gained from devel- 

oping the WFN,,12 design prompted the choice of this design as the starting point 

for the WFN,12 optimization. This case converged in just 18 design cycles and is 

shown in Fig. 6.18. The move limits used for the design are shown in Table 6.7. 
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Fig. 6.16 — Gross Weight Convergence History for We12, Case 
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Fig. 6.17 — Range and Landing-Angle-of-Attack Convergence 
History for We12, Case 

Finally, convergence histories are presented in Figs. 6.19 and 6.20. 

A summary of the characteristics of the initial and final composite-wing designs 

is presented in Table 6.8. Again, the designs achieved reductions in gross weight 

through decreased mission fuel from improved aerodynamic efficiency. 

The W212 design achieved a 6.3% reduction in gross weight from the initial de- 

sign through a 14.8% reduction in mission fuel, at the expense of an increase in wing 

weight. The W.12, design, by contrast, achieved a 9.1% gross weight reduction by 

decreasing mission fuel 18.3%; the wing weight for this design exhibits less penalty 

than does the W,,2 design. Clearly, the W.12, is superior to the W.12 design, which 

again highlights the importance of starting at different design points. The WFN,2 

design had a gross weight 12.5% less than the initial design and 3.7% less than the 

We12, configuration. As with the WFN,n12 case, the improved aerodynamic perfo- 

mance cost less in terms of wing weight for the WFN.12 design than for the W212 

and Wee, designs: 2.4% weight penalty compared to 13.3% and 4.2% for the We12g 
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Fig. 6.18 — Composite-Wing Wing-Fuselage-Nacelle Design (WFN, 2) 

Table 6.7. Move Limits Used for WF'N.12 Case 
  

  

  

  

Design Cycle| Design Variable Move Limits 

1-2 5% 

3-10 3% 

11-18 2%         

and W.i2, cases, respectively. 

In comparison to their metal-wing counterparts, W.12 and WFN.12 weighed 

11.9% and 11.4% less. Of these reductions, only 53.2% and 46.3%, respectively, 

came directly from reductions in wing weight. Thus, weight reduction in the wing 

was highly leveraged; every pound saved in the wing was worth roughly two pounds 

in the gross weight. 

Tables 6.9 through 6.14 list the design variables at the beginning and end of 

each optimization case presented in this chapter. 
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Fig. 6.19 — Gross Weight Convergence History for WFN.i2 Case 
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Fig. 6.20 — Range and Landing-Angle-of-Attack Convergence History for WF'N.12 Case 
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Table 6.8. Initial and Final Design Features 

(Composite-Wing-Structure Cases) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Initial | Were | Wee, | WENe12 

Gross Wt. (lbs) | 521,713 | 488,589 | 473,977 | 456,287 

Fuel Wt. (lbs) | 269,885 | 230,072 | 220,463 | 206,023 

Fuel / Gross 51.7% | 47.1% | 46.5% | 45.1% 

Wing Wt. (lbs) | 49,014 | 55,550 | 51,075 | 50,176 

Fus. Wt. (lbs) | 40,148 | 40,148 | 40,148 | 38,651 

Wing Area (ft?) | 9,100 | 10,096 | 9,966 | 10,056 

Wing Load (psf)| 57.33 | 48.39 | 47.56 | 45.37 

Aspect Ratio 2.36 2.39 2.46 2.36 

Root t/e (%) 2.96 2.45 2.18 2.23 

Break t/c (%) 2.36 1.54 1.63 1.71 

Tip t/c (%) 2.15 | 1.51 | 1.51 | 1.53 
LE Sweep 74.0° | 74.9° | 75.6° | 75.4° 

45.0° | 56.8° | 47.4° 57.7° 

TE Sweep 0.0° 36.7° | 36.2° | 36.3° 

8.4° 29.3° | 23.5° | 37.9° 

Range ( n. mt. )} 5,500 | 5,501 | 5,491 | 5,491 

Landing Angle | 12.9° | 11.97° | 12.00° | 11.92° 

(L/D) maz 9.53 10.90 | 11.11 | 11.56         
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Starting | Ending 

Values | Values Description 

142.01 | 169.47 Wing root chord (ft) 

99.65 | 143.34 LE break, x (ft) 

28.57 | 37.73 LE break, y (ft) 
142.01 | 176.05 TE break, x (ft) 
28.57 | 30.39 TE break, y (ft) 

138.40 | 189.83 LE of wing tip, x (ft) 

9.30 7.02 Tip chord (ft) 

67.32 | 74.33 Wing semi-span (ft) 

0.50 0.48 | Chordwise location of max. t/c 

4.00 3.20 | Airfoil LE radius parameter, J 

2.96 2.14 Airfoil t/c at root (%) 

2.36 1.73 Airfoil t/c at LE break (%) 

2.15 1.51 Airfoil t/c at tip (%) 

290,905 | 254,590 Mission fuel (lbs) 

50,000 | 36,063 | Starting cruise altitude (ft) 

100 523 Cruise climb rate (ft/min)   
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Starting | Ending 

Values | Values Description 

169.47 | 148.62 Wing root chord (ft) 

143.34 | 138.82 LE break, x (ft) 
37.73 | 39.76 LE break, y (ft) 

176.05 | 169.96 TE break, x (ft) 
30.39 | 38.31 TE break, y (ft) 
189.83 | 184.98 LE of wing tip, x (ft) 

7.02 | 7.01 Tip chord (ft) 
74.33 | 76.57 Wing semi-span (ft) 

0.48 0.48 | Chordwise location of max. t/c 

3.20 4.64 | Airfoil LE radius parameter, J 

2.14 2.51 Airfoil t/c at root (%) 

1.73 2.06 Airfoil t/c at LE break (%) 

1.51 1.54 Airfoil t/c at tip (%) 

70.00 | 34.00 Fuselage restraint 1, x (ft) 

6.00 4.85 Fuselage restraint 1, r (ft) 

135.00 | 136.45 | Fuselage restraint 2, x (ft) 

5.80 4.94 Fuselage restraint 2, r (ft) 

170.00 | 149.57 | Fuselage restraint 3, x (ft) 

5.80 5.07 Fuselage restraint 3, r (ft) 

215.00 | 250.15 Fuselage restraint 4, x (ft) 

6.00 4.92 Fuselage restraint 4, r (ft) 

17.79 17.14 Nacelle 1, y (ft) 

32.07 | 38.25 Nacelle 2, y (ft) 

254,590 | 236,514 Mission fuel (Ibs) 
36,063 | 20,303 | Starting cruise altitude (ft) 

523 1,355 Cruise climb rate (ft/min)   
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Starting | Ending 

Values | Values Description 

148.62 | 163.94 Wing root chord (ft) 

138.82 | 136.72 LE break, x (ft) 

39.76 | 37.11 LE break, y (ft) 

169.96 | 175.30 TE break, x (ft) 

38.31 | 40.05 TE break, y (ft) 
184.98 | 179.04 LE of wing tip, x (ft) 

7.01 7.00 Tip chord (ft) 

76.57 | 80.92 Wing semi-span (ft) 

0.48 0.49 | Chordwise location of max. t/c 

4.64 4.65 | Airfoil LE radius parameter, J 

2.51 2.57 Airfoil t/c at root (%) 

2.06 2.04 Airfoil t/c at LE break (%) 

1.54 1.56 Airfoil t/c at tip (%) 

34.00 | 27.32 Fuselage restraint 1, x (ft) 

4.85 4.46 Fuselage restraint 1, r (ft) 

136.45 | 131.00 Fuselage restraint 2, x (ft) 

4.94 4.61 Fuselage restraint 2, r (ft) 

149.57 | 143.28 | Fuselage restraint 3, x (ft) 

5.07 4.58 Fuselage restraint 3, r (ft) 

250.15 | 246.57 | Fuselage restraint 4, x (ft) 

4,92 4,98 Fuselage restraint 4, r (ft) 

17.14 | 14.47 Nacelle 1, y (ft) 
38.25 | 40.45 Nacelle 2, y (ft) 

236,514 | 248,387 Mission fuel (lbs) 

20,303 | 15,656 | Starting cruise altitude (ft) 

1,355 | 1,494 Cruise climb rate (ft/min)   
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Table 6.12 Starting and Ending Design Variables for W.12 Optimization Case 

  
Starting | Ending 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Values | Values Description 

142.01 | 144.02 Wing root chord (ft) 

99.65 | 122.42 LE break, x (ft) 
28.57 | 32.96 LE break, y (ft) 

142.01 | 162.23 TE break, x (ft) 

28.57 | 24.46 TE break, y (ft) 
138.40 | 181.57 LE of wing tip, x (ft) 

9.30 7.17 Tip chord (ft) 

67.32 | 71.64 Wing semi-span (ft) 
  

0.50 0.48 | Chordwise location of max. t/c 

4.00 4.62 | Airfoil LE radius parameter, I 
  

  

  

  

  

2.96 2.45 Airfoil t/c at root (%) 

2.36 1.54 Airfoil t/c at LE break (%) 

2.15 1.51 Airfoil t/c at tip (%) 

269,885 | 230,072 Mission fuel (dbs) 
  

50,000 | 37,796 | Starting cruise altitude (ft) 

100 471 Cruise climb rate (ft/min) 
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Starting | Ending 

Values | Values Description 

169.47 | 149.52 Wing root chord (ft) 

143.34 | 144.91 LE break, x (ft) 

37.73 | 37.15 LE break, y (ft) 
176.05 | 173.39 TE break, x (ft) 

30.39 | 32.66 TE break, y (ft) 
189.83 | 183.15 LE of wing tip, x (ft) 

7.02 7.16 Tip chord (ft) 

74.33 | 72.37 Wing semi-span (ft) 

0.48 0.41 | Chordwise location of max. t/c 

3.20 2.97 | Airfoil LE radius parameter, I 

2.14 2.18 Airfoil t/c at root (%) 

1.73 1.63 Airfoil t/c at LE break (%) 

1.51 1.51 Airfoil t/c at tip (%) 

254,590 | 220,463 Mission fuel (lbs) 

36,063 | 35,433 | Starting cruise altitude (ft) 

523 546 Cruise climb rate (ft/min)     
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Starting | Ending 

Values | Values Description 

148.62 | 148.64 Wing root chord (ft) 

138.82 | 140.98 LE break, x (ft) 

39.76 | 36.60 LE break, y (ft) 

169.96 | 172.80 TE break, x (ft) 

38.31 | 32.87 TE break, y (ft) 

184.98 | 195.42 LE of wing tip, x (ft) 

7.01 7.08 Tip chord (ft) 

76.57 | 71.08 Wing semi-span (ft) 

0.48 0.47 |Chordwise location of max. t/c 

4.64 4.50 | Airfoil LE radius parameter, J 

2.51 2.23 Airfoil t/c at root (%) 

2.06 1.71 Airfoil t/e at LE break (%) 

1.54 1.53 Airfoil t/c at tip (%) 

34.00 | 26.23 Fuselage restraint 1, x (ft) 

4.85 4.36 Fuselage restraint 1, r (ft) 

136.45 | 132.57 | Fuselage restraint 2, x (ft) 

4.94 4,77 Fuselage restraint 2, r (ft) 

149.57 | 144.47 | Fuselage restraint 3, x (ft) 

5.07 4,82 Fuselage restraint 3, r (ft) 

250.15 | 244.18 | Fuselage restraint 4, x (ft) 

4,92 4,99 Fuselage restraint 4, r (ft) 

17.14 | 18.06 Nacelle 1, y (ft) 

38.25 | 35.20 Nacelle 2, y (ft) 

236,514 | 206,023 Mission fuel (lbs) 

20,303 | 13,185 | Starting cruise altitude (ft) 

1,355 | 1,611 Cruise climb rate (ft/min)     
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Chapter 7 — Concluding Remarks 
  

  

It can be difficult, in the midst of the technical details of implementation and 

operation, to step back a bit and attempt to draw general conclusions about the 

applicability and use of an ongoing research project. There are, nonetheless, a 

number of conclusions and observations to be made. 

The geometric parameterization methods developed for this work have been 

and should continue to be very useful. The blended-linear-equation strategy used 

to define the wing planform is a technique that could readily be applied to a variety 

of aircraft types—it is certainly not limited to HSCT-type planforms. The airfoil 

thickness distribution and rules used to link the planform to the wing-section shape 

are somewhat less general in applicability, but they serve to illustrate an important 

point. In order to keep the number of design variables used in an optimization 

problem to a reasonable number, it is valuable to reduce the definition to a few, 

relatively intuitive, design parameters. In this particular instance, the entire wing 

thickness distribution was described with just 5 parameters. 

For the definition of a simple, axi-symmetric fuselage, the minimum-wave-drag- 

body approach is appropriate. It has the advantage of incorporating length and 

volume requirements directly into the formulation and, in addition, builds in low 

wave drag characteristics implicitly. It is somewhat less applicable generally than 

the wing-planform definition, in that it would be impossible to model more general, 

non-axisymmetric, fuselages with this technique. 

One basic measure of the success of the geometric parameterization is that, 

with only 26 parameters used to define the configuration and mission, the optimizer 

still had sufficient freedom to satisfy the constraints and reduce the gross weight. 

The sequential approximate optimization procedure, outlined in Ch. 3, works 

and effectively reduces the computational expense associated with complex prob- 

lems. Although only the GLA method is used for approximating analyses, the lin- 
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ear and scaled approximations are also options for approximating detailed analysis 

methods. As stated in Ch. 5, the derivative-based methods (global-local and linear) 

are preferable to the scaled approximation since they allow the detailed analyses 

to influence the optimization more directly. There are, however, instances when 

the scaled approximation is an appropriate choice; for example, when an extremely 

expensive analysis method makes the calculation of derivatives impractical. Ref. 24 

presents some optimization results obtained using the scaled approximation. 

The variable-complexity strategy was demonstrated through the use of several 

simple aerodynamic models, and the simple structural (i.e., weight) model. The 

coupling of simple and more detailed models in the optimization procedure effec- 

tively reduces the computational expense. Through the use of the weight equations, 

the general effects of structural considerations have been incorporated in the design. 

This approach allowed the optimization to proceed efficiently, and at the same time 

retained the multidisciplinary nature of the problem. 

As was demonstrated by the preliminary results obtained using only the concep- 

tual-level angle-of-attack models in Ch. 5, simple analysis techniques cannot be 

blindly applied to aircraft configurations for which they were not designed. This 

observation raises a similar issue related to the structural modeling used in the opti- 

mization. If the optimizer so successfully exploited weaknesses in the simple landing 

angle-of-attack models, it might have been just as successful finding weaknesses in 

the conceptual-level weight estimation methods used to evaluate the optimization 

objective function. This issue could be addressed using a variable-complexity ap- 

proach to model the structure of the aircraft, specifically the wing. 

The capability of the optimization was illustrated by the 6 case studies in the 

previous chapter. Although these cases only explored a few of the total number of 

possible design problems, they illustrated the basic influence of wing structure, full 

configuration design versus wing-alone design, and off-design performance require- 

ments. The requirements of design range and the off-design landing-angle-of-attack 
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limitation were successfully integrated and designs developed that indicate signif- 

icant improvements in aerodynamic performance and reduction in gross weight. 

Further, the impact of structural design technology was easily incorporated into 

several design cases. The ability to integrate a large number of design considera- 

tions simultaneously is one of the strengths of formalized optimization procedures. 

Optimization methods are particularly useful in situations where the available 

design trades are not obvious a priori. For example, the position of the engine 

nacelles on the wing directly influences the wing weight, and at the same time af- 

fects the configuration wave drag. Given the difficulty of visualizing the effect of 

geometric changes upon the wave drag (the effect on wing weight is more straight- 

forward), this is the sort of situation in which optimization methods are especially 

valuable. Thus, multi-disciplinary optimization can effectively balance competing 

requirements within separate disciplines, provided the issue of computational ex- 

pense is addressed. In fact, the ultimate goal is to achieve not merely an acceptable 

compromise between requirements, but to derive a synergistic or complementary 

solution. 

It seems inevitable, at the conclusion of a project such as this, that many things 

come to mind that have not been investigated that should or could be. This effort 

is no exception, and so I have the following recommendations for future work. 

Smooth Supersonic Drag-due-to-Lift Calculation. The numerical noise associ- 

ated with the supersonic panel code stands in the way of significantly larger move 

limits in the optimization process. One of the most significant improvements to the 

methodology presented here would be an effective way of dealing with this analy- 

sis noise. Although it would certainly be desirable to devise a panel method that 

was not subject to this problem, the issue of analysis noise is almost certainly not 

limited to this particular technique. Consequently, one valuable branch of optimiza- 

tion research would be the development of systematic methods used to address this 

problem. 
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Camber Considerations. The wing is this work has not included camber, al- 

though the method of generating the drag polar simulates the effects of a proper 

camber design. The assumption has been that the cambering of the wing, given 

the planform and thickness distribution, will have little effect on the vehicle gross 

weight and can, therefore, be accomplished after the configuration optimization. 

Camber should be included once issues of lift distribution on the wing (e.g., for 

sonic-boom or trim considerations) become important. 

Trim Considerations. Beyond fixing the quarter-chord location of the wing’s 

MAC, no trim considerations were included in this problem. Two technical de- 

mands become important for their inclusion: center-of-gravity location estimation, 

and aerodynamic moment calculations. Addressing these opens up several interest- 

ing possibilities: configuration optimization including canards or horizontal tails, 

inclusion of engine-out stability requirements, estimation of basic dynamic charac- 

teristics, and incorporation of control-power requirements in the design. 

Sonic-Boom Considerations. The sonic-boom characteristics of a given config- 

uration are calculated using several concepts related to the wave-drag estimation 

methods. The far-field boom signature is determined from an equivalent-body area 

distribution formed from a wave-drag equivalent body in conjunction with a sec- 

ond area distribution on the wing. Traditionally, low-boom configurations have 

relied entirely on fuselage shaping in the presence of a given lift distribution and 

have incurred significant performance penalties. Simultaneous design of the fuse- 

lage and wing (and, thus, the lift distribution) using optimization methods could 

produce designs with acceptably low boom characteristics that retain high levels of 

performance. 

Mission Profile Changes. The mission profile implemented in the present work 

is a very simple one, consisting solely of a supersonic cruise leg. Inclusion of ad- 

ditional mission features, most notably a subsonic cruise leg, would require only 

the addition of subsonic drag computation and some minor revisions to the range 
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calculation technique, but would allow more realistic mission definitions. 

Detailed Structural Considerations. The choice of structural material employed 

in the aircraft’s wing was shown in Ch. 6 to have a significant impact on the op- 

timized configuration. Because the changes in wing weight are so highly leveraged 

on a final design, the wing is a natural candidate for structural optimization. Sec- 

ondly, such investigation addresses the issue of whether or not the optimizer has 

taken advantage of the simple structures (weight) model. 

I want to conclude on a personal note, and this list of future-work items provides 

an oddly appropriate context. If I had been asked 33 years ago what I hoped to 

accomplish as a graduate student, I doubt whether I would have been able to outline 

the work presented here and, further, I think I would have been surprised at its 

eventual scope. A number of courses, many hours before computer terminals, and 

quite a few late nights later I am satisfied with my progress but I also am freshly 

aware that it is only a beginning. One of the more humbling aspects of continued 

education is its tendency to highlight how much more there is to learn and to 

investigate. To those that (I hope) continue this research into advanced design 

techniques beyond my academic tenure, I have but one word of encouragement: 

enjoy it. I certainly have. 
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Appendix — Implementation Considerations 
  

  

Although not part of the theoretical development, there were several guiding 

principles used in the program development which made for easy implementation 

and code maintenance. These principles evolved over a period of time and were 

a result of the open-ended nature of this design problem. That is, it was not 

always clear at the beginning of the research what sort of analysis methods would 

be required or what performance characteristics were important. To facilitate the 

ongoing development, a computational framework had to be devised that allowed 

flexibility for both expansion and internal changes without requiring extensive re- 

writes of existing computer code. The basic data flow and analysis modules are 

illustrated in Fig. A.1. 

I believe that careful design of such a framework is at least as important as 

the analysis and geometric methods themselves. Long-term programming projects 

have a way of acquiring an undesirable history over time, in the form of bug fixes or 

shortcuts “temporarily” inserted during development—which become permanent, 

if inadvertant, features. Eventually, these innocuous additions can become prob- 

lem sources that can be extraordinarily difficult to understand and locate. This 

tendency is particularly evident in the inherently transient graduate environment, 

and often results in large investments of time and effort which could have been 

avoided through careful program design. Four related strategies were developed to 

minimize such unnecessary effort: limited data visibility, common geometry and 

mission descriptions for all analyses, isolation of the design variables, and analysis 

code modularity. 

A.1 — Limited Data Visibility 

This principle may be expressed succinctly as a programming mandate: func- 

tions and subroutines may only access and modify data explicitly passed in the 

calling statement. Globally visible data (e.g., FORTRAN common blocks, or “ex- 
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Fig. A.1 — Progam Analysis Modules and Data Flow 

tern” variables in C) is appealing in that it dramatically reduces the length and 

complexity of function calls, but it often results in program bugs that are virtually 

impossible to locate and eliminate. 

Such errors originate from data modification within a routine which has no 

apparent ability to change that data. Program bugs resulting from global data 

modification are especially dificult to understand when a person employs a function 

or routine written by someone else. 
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A.2 — Common Geometry and Mission Descriptions 

A second, related principle is the use of common geometry and mission de- 

scription formats. The geometry format was developed directly from the Craidon 

geometry description. Each of the analysis methods outlined in the following chap- 

ters has access to the configuration data and mission profile only through these 

universal descriptions. Consequently, all of the relevant information must be stored 

in this common format and each analysis method must be capable of interpreting the 

data into quantities specific to the given analysis (e.g., wing planform coordinates 

for aerodynamic analysis). 

This approach has proven especially valuable in a structural optimization re- 

search effort proceeding in parallel with the work presented here.*4 Although the de- 

sign variables used in the structural optimization are completely different from those 

used in this work, the geometry description is the same and, thus, the aerodynamic 

and structural optimizations are linked only through this configuration description. 

Consequently, once this common format was agreed upon, both projects proceeded 

independently with the configuration optimization producing designs used for struc- 

tural optimization studies. 

A.3 — Separation of Design Variables and Geometry 

As stated previously, I distinguish between the geometry definition and de- 

scription. The geometry is defined using the design variables, but is described by 

the Craidon geometry format. This approach has the advantage that it effectively 

isolates the meaning of the design variables from the analysis. 

There are only two routines in the program where the design variables are 

accessed for their specific meaning: in the geometry definition routine where the 

Craidon description is generated, and where explicit references are required in the 

calculation of the constraints. Since only these two routines depend on the design 

variable definitions, it is a relatively simple matter to change the meaning or number 

of the design variables. In contrast, if one set of design variables had been devised 
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and no intermediate description employed, the analysis methods would depend upon 

explicit design variable references. In this situation, changes to the design variables 

would be laborious and prone to errors, since the analysis codes themselves would 

have to be modified. 

A.4 — Analysis Code Modularity 

In some sense, this strategy comes about as a result of the previous three. By 

analysis modularity, I mean that the given analysis method is coded in such a way 

as to utilize only the data passed explicitly to it, that the method refers to the 

geometry and mission by the common data formats, and that the method does not 

refer explicitly to the design variables. Thus, the analysis methods may be upgraded 

or replaced with little or no impact on the rest of program. 

Ideally, the function calls made to execute the given analysis would not change 

even if the analysis code were to be completely replaced. For example, the super- 

sonic drag due to lift calculation is currently performed using a panel method that, 

by nature, produces a certain amount of numerical noise (see Chs. 4 and 5). It 

would eventually be desirable to replace this analysis code with one that produces 

smoothly varying results. Given the above requirements, such a replacement would 

not require any changes at all to the main program and could be integrated into 

the existing framework quickly and easily. 
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